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CROWD HEARS
BRYAN'S SPEECH
s to Some Old Tenets and
tdvanees New Ones.

By the toners( of the inetple
of Pedscab, The Sun has the
largern circulation in (lie city
and county.
The aterage for
I)illy WAS -tin a day.

PADUCAH, KY.. FRIDAY EVENING. AUGUST 31. 1906.

TOBACCO GROWERS
HAVING TROUBLE
Calloway Gounty May Leave
Association.

tebeeeleleeteeleeigeseeetileeeeeereeieee
NEW VOItli PAPERS
CONDEMN BRYAN'S
ittILROAD DoCTRINE.
New lurk, Aug. 31.—All the
sereoripolitan papere this morning. eseelot if rst •r A'tulles's',
cosuuented editoreelly
Bryan's
Midlevel lase night, mud almost SS
a

Welt they

eon&

FIFTY CHILDREN
WORK IN MILLS
County Judge Refuses Over
Three 11 Until/441.

his

ese7 of the gover
eat ownership of railroads,.
The Times
says: "Ilryarie II••%1 i.stri,. of

un.
10 CENTS PER WEEK

11•E.ITHER:-1'air
tonight
Satunlay. Ti,.. highest teni.
perature reached today ens toe
and the loocet aim 70.

Sad

'MONSTER PARADE
ON LABOR DAY
Over Two Thousand Men Will
Be in Line.

Preisident Melee mid Other Ottivere
temente Hoopteeett im Hie Ite- to their ability to bear them
Revoked Permits and Only in Cube STEAMER'S CHEW NEAR DEATH, Fertnatien
l'isriole shit I Wirier Of
Labor Question.
eareriniwat owner•thip of railways
Conte t4) Pediecah for
ms Bus eight's They Are
of Necessity Are Minors Kept
March et the Locale--At
"I
investigation
have
referred to the
Coneultaticie,
Is distinctly mini ineururshly
Men Are Aimee Trapped by Flames
Out of School.
Democratic..
love l'ark.
of international controversies under
more dangerous soil upeetting
Which Destroy Craft.
a system which does not bind the
than his inbrundoticil ireu.• of ritparties to accept the findings of the
teen to ii,,,'.
Brosnsville, Minn., Aug. 31. - A
ihi,
I h•ffinuret
REASON FUR JUDGE'S ACTION mysterious fire destroyed the
itittVIVE4x.
DIFFIt'ULTY
JOHNSON Di CHAIRMAN court of insp.:fry. This plan can be OLD
trimly cannot rurrirmler
LAHOlt GODDESS.
this
Passen- CONTEST
used ta disputes between labor and
ger steamer City of 'Hudson auty
raelical recolutioni•i."
capital.
this morning and the members of the
_ "If it Is unwise to mak, the em•
crew barely escaped with their lives.
deleleleesleneeleIvileteleleleeele:eleeeneeeeleeie
the
sole
the
'There
custodian of
ployer
York, Aug. 31.—Williana
Calloway conuty is considering the
are but about fifty children The City of Hudson plies between this
Padueah will have the biggest Laworking in Paducah factories with town and Le Crosse and had
Ocean started today On his trip rights and interests of the employee, advisability of withdrawing from the
tied nip bor Day celebration nest -Mondey In
permits from County Judge B. T. for the night at the 'start here.
h
New .ieneland. He wili It is equally unwise to give the em- Dark Tobacco Growers' aesociation.
About her Plater', and a parade of at least
Lightfoot, and these were forced to midnight Captain V J Woolsey wail 2,0110 union men will be seen on the
at Newhaveir and Bridgeport. ployes uncontrolled authority over the Graves totality is thinking of followappear and make the proper affida- awakened -by the cracking of
exteruporaneously. Breast ex- rights and interests of.the employer. ing suit.
flames streets. All the factories will close
vit before the permits were issued. and found that the fire -had
o leave New York Sunday even- The errnployes are no more to be
To prevent the disintegration of
Invadei down and the stores on Broadway will
Several weeks ago County Judge till cabin. Shouting to C. H.
rhere will be no stops until he trusted to act unselaehly and dials- the association, Preeident Felix EwBerry, close et noon.- From Cairo and all
R. T. Lightfoot sent a letter to each the mate, who was asleep near by, the the surrounding towns big delegations
s Buffalo. from there be goes terestedly than the employers. In their ing and a large number of the assofactory proprietor stating that he capaila leaped through the flames
reit, where a meeting will be zeal to secure a torment dventage ciation's officers, were in the city yesbe
tp will arrive. Jack Sanders will
would revoke all permits to children use bow of the boat, rousing the other grand marshal of the parade.
The Nebraeka contingent will they may do injustice but even for- terday in consultation. Later they
working In factories effective with members on 'board as he went. All
feit a larger future gala. The strike. went to Murray to address the far- Mrs—lack Hears of
iany him
After this feature the union nien
Brother's the
expiration of the Mouth. He stat- escaped, though some were severely will go to Wallace park where varithe only weapon of the emp'oye at mer members of the association in
ed that in cases, where children had burned. Before assistance could
preempt, is a two-edged sword and that county, who are dissatisfied.
Murder Through Papers.
be ous amusements will be furnished,
Yolk. Aug
Jena widowed mother dependent -on sentinooed the packet had
of c(J5ttzsts
It is said that there Is a basic difAurned to consisti9g principally
Bryan was greeted he an audi- may Injure the workman as netroll as
them, or where their parents were the water's edge and sank In
fifteen among the various locals.
2ouu peep* when be epoke the employer and even when who'll. ference between Western Kentucky
disabled
in
any
way
and
dependent.
successful 18 apt to leave a rankling and the • Clarksville district or the
feet of water. It hi believed the fire
Line of Mardi.
lieon Square Garde" last reed..
Nflinjer he would issue
a permit. Judge orig.nated in the boiler mom, as
In the bosom of the wage earner that Hopkinsville district, and that the No leeteleti eit• iii 111111.
The parade all start at 14) o'clock.
the
Johneen, Introduced him.
uster and pence .1ire silently
Lightfoot has received
many calls center of the boat was burned first
The 'doe of march is:
western part of the association
Is
it course of his speech lair. Wil- should not be there.
Waiting.
roe front children an4 their par- The loss Is about 16.0010
'llociety moreover, has something considering an organization of its
North on Fourth to Monroe, west
with $2,00i;
de the fol:owing points:
ents and out of as many as 400 per- lnaurance.
at stake as well as the employe and own, in order that the local needs
on Monroe to Fifth, south on Fifth to
'ore leaving International poll- emit:neer, for there ran be so considmits formerly issued, he has revoked
Adams, east on Adams-to Third, north
it me add that, our nation bee erable strike without considerable ewe can be attended to more epee:Really
all but about fifty.
on Third to Kentucky, mit bos Kenthan
FAMOUS tItTIST
they
can
under
the
larger
orCHIEF' COLLINS Is CONFIDENT
ostler rather than gained it. to the public. Society, therefore, le
"I
want
children
to
have
the
adtucky to First, north on First to
ganization. There are other (emirs
experiment in colonialism. We justified in demanding that the differvantage of a schooling and as long
Broadway, wee, on Broadway to N.n,h,
Pectraiv. Of Many
Notable
even the monarchist a chance ences betweee capital and labor shall of dissatlefaction alleged.
as they are permitted to work, many
vo..ntermarrh to Fourth and BroadCalloway county grows 10.000.Mien, Is Dead.
rife our declaration of Inde- be settled by peaceful means. If the
really having to. they will not be
say and disband
pounds of tobacco. Graves empty alMr. and Mrs. D. leeks. of.Gray - sent to school." Judge Lightfoot
re and the moth; has twitted permanent. Impartial
board Is crested so la a heavy producer., For Home
e _Zprotetete and.Oldele--.
New
York,
Aug.
al.—Wiener
EdTale.
Ile,
arrived in Paducah teat stated. 'This is why I Feel this a( h the Incoutelateney
A tour' to Whirls either party of an industrial
The
order of trade will be.
two
tountie8
to
withdraw
*out('
gar
Marshall,
a
portrait
ntght.
painter
Mrs.
whose
Jaeks is the sister of don. Again there are too many girls
11 the Phillimine islands has tilmate may appeal of which can of
FIRST DIVISION.
mean much ex the association and Claude Bess, who was murdered near
al the conviction
that we Its motion entente an Inquiry. while
and boys working in factories, where name once was tam:liar to -the PithPaducah Military Band.
other adjacent counties might fol- Sixth and Terrel streets.
died today in the efitaint old stulate no time In Remounting our
Ttleada)
danger
exists,
and
I
think
all
workopinion may be relied upon to force low.'
Po:lee.
night, August 21. They are stopping ing under a permit now are really dio which he has occupied for many
a to deal with the Filipinos as the finding. If there is
comp's:sore
Pollee and Fire Commiseloners,
No attempt ever has been Made to at the New Richmond hotel.
on
the
hoes,.
top
years
floor
of
the
old
3 with the Cuban,. Every (on- submission to
working because they have CO."
investigation it Is Sot
Chief Fire Depaitmect.
at 711 Broadway. He was 71 years
Mrs. Jerks this morning said:
ion, commercial and
polticel necessary that there shall be comptil- force any members by process of
Fire Department.
old,
Beginning
law
accede
the
to
the
to
tie
artistic
wishes
as
of
career
"Clarde
war
not
1.9
years
*old. tie
o this conch "ion. Such ground eery arceptance
. RCN TO DANVILLE
of the decision. for organization and it la thought that had been
Mayor. President Central Labor.
an engraver at Washington. be atworklag with my husband
may need'for coalieg state:roe
in
wiltInveetigation
fair
a fell and
tracted attention by engraved por- Union and Peter Smith in carriage
Calloway county. If It should finally for three months In Grayrille, Ill., ber a naval Noe will be glall1
almost every case bring about a set- decide-to withdraw, will not
City Officials in Carriage. ,
be fore fore he came to Paducah. He came °Meese Save Negro By Quk•k Work traits of President Buchanan and
'id by the.Pilipinos, who ainr[dy tlement.
Ahead of Mob.
County Officials In Carriages
General Fremont. Well wishers Sent
to Paducah Saturday before the Tnee
ad to remain In the association.
an opportunfty to work out
• "No reference to the labor (election
him to Paris to study. That was In
SECOND nivisioN.
Inquiry at Murray evileited the in- day night he was murdered. He
wn destiny, Inspired by oar
Is complete that does pot include some formation that the trouble there le the wrote
Danville, Ky.. Aug 31 ---A quick the 1311s. Returning here he painted
Rand.
me a letter the day he was
e and aided by our advice le- mention of what is
knawn as govern- disturbance betweee W. L. Whitewall killed, %lege
Goddess of Labor—Miss Nellie
I received the next day. run of officers from Somerset to this portraits of Charles A. Dana and Nath
as our effort* bare been direetment by injunction. As the main pur- and his following and H. I.. Freshen*. Untie
I Geer an account of the Murder city last evening saved the neck of aniel Hawthorne thst gave him it rep- Hotchkiss. In carriage.
ari the education of the Fill,ee:0e of this writ is to evade trial by Mr. Whittioll organised the actsecla- in a paper
Candidates for Goddess of Labor In
I knew nothing of It. I Perry Copenhaver, a negro who corn- utation and enabled him to settle
have rendered than
jury It is really an attack upon the Bon
and afterwards withdrew and or- wired my sent here, who verified the Witted an assault on a tive-y r-old down In New York. At variods times carriages.
.rvice in hy educating them we
might to aro•wee an ganised on indepea6eat concern. It new,.
Machinists' cfindldete. Miss Edna
Olinda had seen in the Ken- Ohl In Wayne county. He we bet- be ihad such sitters as Lincoln, Grant,
'
,eternise that we are making JONI system and
Unanimous protest. So long•as the
is this that 11 causing the trouble tucky norm echosi up to the time he led to Somerset, but the mob s rted Sherman and -Longfellow. In later Flukey.
impossible. if we Intend
meanest thee( Is guaranteed a trial by The association claims that the
and
the county judge order- sears he painted Senator Hanna's porRailway Carmen'a candidate, MP*
trou- cgme
Geryelle to work on the Big after tern
thee se imbjerts we would 110C
Nen. a jury overt set to be dented to ble Is Malted to Celloway, county.
trait.
Pour railroad. We all 11ved in Pa- ed him transferred to Danville.
Mettle Love PIN*.
educate them. Self goverlinelte
wage earners. However, as the writ
ducah before we moved to Illinois. In
Carpenters' candidate. Miss Geralftimate iadepenience most be
Is loyalle Invoked is case of a strike
AR.MoUltte DODGE TRUST ()VERY dine Gipson.
the letter het wrote, be said be wa,, in
• It we contecaplate universal
the importance of the subject would
Central Labor enion,
good health and said be was cuming
on In the Phlippines.
rehired by the adoption of a
bark to Graeville. His murder was
Visiting beide.
Would Evade Taking AMdavit That
Legidative Refernee.
tent of arbitration. because arb:tration
The locals wi.: form as follows:
an Indeacribable stock to me. We
They Are Not in combine.
eral of the nations in Europe would very much retitle*, even If It clod
Caine down to see what we could do
Machinists, ea.
:I" side Fourth, I,octet:re depertment is more re- not entirely remove the probibilite• of
to apprehend the ponderer. We are jeGLL055e I el St. tisrt ILSE WIiIII
Jefferson City. Mo., August 31.— tween Jefferson and -Monroe: Carmen,
* to public sesUenent than le a strike.
CHARGE PREFERitleD ettiAINsT not in a position
to offer a reward."
Counsel for Armour it company an! west side of Fourth between Jeffer1'io%11-. V %MATIONS.
iSreas. In liset:and, for instaace.
D. If.. BUCK.
"Just another word in regard to the
No Reward Offered.
the Armour Packing company of Chi- son and Monroe. Carpenters. south
the ministry Is formed from
,v
.L.,,,r ng man. The struggle to "Ware
A reward is impeding the arrest
cago. today asked permission from side of Jefferson between Third and'
winont Party when an election an eight-hour day is an international
of the murderer of Claude' Bass.
the secretary of state to file affida- Fourth: Leather Workers, north side
(mos any Independence issue struggle and It Is sure to be settled
The governor has been petitioned Lovelorn t aro. Hand
of
Mansac vits for their clients to the effect of Jefferson between Third and
verement proceeds to put into In favor of the working man. The Taken Rack to Prime-ten by Detecto offer a reward but has made no
Fourth: Ship Caulkers north side of
that they were not members of
County Languishes In Jail—
veld of the people expressed at producer has ecormocely multiplied
tive Baker. nut Pretests
reply to the. appeal. As the matter
true or combine, "sebjeet to the de- Jefferson between Fourth and Fifth:
Girl at Home.
Hs. While our Miasma ts ail- Ms capacity bet so far the owner
His Innocence.
stands unless the po4l0 are successand
ehtiOn or the courts in :he anti-trust Railroad Painters
Decorators,
in many respects it has one of the machloe has received too Tne-ch
ful in effecting arrest through the
proceedings now
pending against west side of Fourth betweeen Broadviz: That congress does not
of
. the Increase SO
'a borer tor
probable
method,
that
the
It
is
mail
es." The secretary refused permhe way and Jefferson. Bricklayers. tell,
in regular session ante. 13 little. Those WU 0090ete the eight-hour
True love Is running in a•straight *ion. All corporations doing business aide of Feffirth betwen Broadway,,aad
D. R. Slick. a lineman in the em- murderer will be miles away, and out
after the election. During day do it [ ea emerhared-enore bereed there is uncertainty, long came of ignalnaince of cenditions Mean ploye of the Cumberland Telephone of reach, unless some reward is of- and narrow way for Henry Campbell, In Missouri are required by law to Jeffereon.
fered.
a farm hand of Massac county, Illi- file affidavits once a year stating that
THIRD DIVISION.
out. which to the business com- 'because of lack of sympathy with company, was arrested this morning
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot was nois, who tried to elope with the 15- they are not members of a trust or
Floats
b; ofteh more damaging than those who toll. The removal of work and taken to Princeton. Ky.. on the
this
to
morning
the
seen
relaters
combine.
charge of obtaining money by false
year-old daughter of his employer,
ed
policy. promptly carri
ge
Band.
has
from the house to the factory
Electric Worlees, north side of
feet. Would not the situation separated the husband from hillr wife pretenses. Dowel's Will Baker wea-county's attitude in the matter of Nathan Morris, a well-to-do ;armed
reward.
offering
a
ls charge of the prisoner. who did
:proved by a constitutional and
of the tower end of the county.
(WEN WAR ON CITY OWNERSHIP Jefferson between Third and Fourth.
the father from the children.
"The
no
county
reward
will
offer
not seem to be in the least worriee
The etae, who is 20 years old, himnent (*evening the first eta'Retail Clerks, south side of Jefferahile the growth of our cities hati
nes:nerve- be
congress within a few months put an Increasing distance between about his predicament. "I do not as It is not the county's
himself, Is in jail In Metropolis and Seattle latemineee Niels Unite to Defeat sou between Third and Fourth
stated. "It le a matter within the the grand
jury Is considering his
Se electiOn and compelling the the hour and the workshop. Then, know why they bring such a charge
Plumbers, west side of Third beMunicipal Car Project.
and can not see that I have commit- province of the state, and that Is the case. He and Miss Morris were oversession to adjoern several days
tween Jeffersoo and Monroe
the following election. Awn a too, more is demanded of the laboring
wrote
Beckto
reason
Governor
I
ted any offense" Slick declared. "All
Ship Carpenters, east side of Third
taken at a boarding house in MeSeattle, August 31.-- The Seattle
man now than formerly, he is a ettiham, asking hint to offer a reward.
would not on:y serve legititropolis about midnight Wednesday chamber of commerce and two-thirds between Jefferson and Monroe.
and must I did in Princeton was to borrow $15
laborer,
a
as
well
reply."
have
received
no
an
nen
from a bank, and T. M. Hay went my
witness interests and give the
Cigar Makers. north Side of Jotternight., They were on their way to of the business men of the city have
have time to study public questions
"We hare got nothing to report
security. I understand he Is behind
the benefit, of mere relief
Tennessee to get married. when Mr. organised to fight municipal owner- noa"betwen Second and Third.
he Is tf) be an
today,"
cave
Bass
murder
about the
"n4 "V ere!gli. my arreste"
if
a remedial leen:Men but it To
Boiler Maker,, south side of JefferMorris arrived and took possession of ship of street railways, to he voted
drive him front his bed to his
Rlirk has been here three months was the statement of Chief of Police h!‘ daughter. An officer tebk charge
Notre! the people from the
son between Second and Third.
today's
meet12.
At
September
upon
his task back to his
task anti from
a
and had been a bard worker and kp- James Colin*. "I do not know that of young Campbell.
lat are usually resorted for
Typographical Union, east aide a
ing of the chamber a resolution was
is to unPriVe the famry of -big
a Petition has been sent Governor
parently an honest man.
tefit of the short session which
The charge is a osseous one lo 1111- adopted, the gist / which la _that Third between Broadway and Jeffercompany. evader" of his service and
reward
in
the
for
a
Becichein
case
---.---held after the election and
nols.--Seattle In In need of many things ertn
politics of his Influent*.
-hear that. County Judge R. T. Lightnatty eirThe members feel the
Bryan Will Speak in Olvirs.
Ohs, were aide of Third bewhich will tax the property ow e
wit'
party
Democratic
"I
hope
the
will
reqtrose
--Tbis
a
sneb
toeteepade
sponsibility Demme) of their
New Haven, Auguste 31.— Come
tween Broadway and le-fferson.
woree
than
a
municThetn
needs
and
efeansine
in
fretted.
epublican
not only des:lenge the -Rat the 3101:5.
Bryan announced today that he will have no dirtet effect.einielhe wrrrir of
Barbers, north Ode ef_Jeffer-on beDonegal
Kiiituir 31:— Partial ipal street railway.
to bring-forward effective legiscourse, If a reward is
convinced them be- party
t ween Second and Third
'turn
speak In Axe principal cities of Ohio tJib polite. Of
famine threatens the -western part ot
an
set
subject.te.t
willlation on the
but
we
.
are
be
well,
it
will
ed
in
temente
the imptirtance of a
during the coming campaign
-Bartenders, so th tede of Jeffers-ra
exampte by refusing to receive camworkAig .as bard to apprehend the Ireland through a failure of crops.
Navigation of Mhwourt.
thod Of electing United States
between Second and Third
corporation'
etraitetbutfona
from
ge
led
as
if
the
biggest
reward
was
St.
31.-Louis,
L.
August
M.
fugitive
• There Is noticeable every
FOURTH DIVISION.
by opening the books so that evJOnes. of Kansas Cit. has secured
offered."
a distinct movement toward
Band.
considerable
of
any
contributor
err
river
options
packets
on
City
the
of
'acy in Its broadest sense. lit
Colored locals
be known to the puttee he,
Memphis and Tennessee. Within two
Red States this trend toward sum May
The
majority
grtat
election.
fore
an.
weeks these vessels will make
a
'sty lass taken the form of a
of cOtporations are engaged In kegititrial trip Joy the Missouri river to FALLS INTO GRAVE; MAY DIV.
g fleMand for the election of
have nothing to BRYAN AND WILLIAMS
Stetes senators by a direct mate business and
rNiwilliiN ED HY PRISONER. Kansas City and St. Joseph. Mr. Heehaw! Hurt
fear from hostile legislation and the
by .%nrident Durine
GREE ON GOVERNMENT
Jones says that In reopening nitritesIjI 0 NI VDE Ills ESCAI,
the people.
Serekee lb nr Wife.% Rods,
officers should not be permitted to
Hob on the Missouri river he will
COUNTY
Income tax which 'tome in our
APPOINTED
CLERK OF
the money of the wtockhreders to
show that the river is navigable now
C
have dm:canted an a aortalMASSIAC CfH'NTY.
Los Angeles, Aug. 31—Louis Coam advance their own polities; opinions.
and If the present trial is a titcceatt
Dick upon wealth. Moe
Contributions should be indiviiital not Homer Leader Warms Nebraskan Not
hen,
a shoe dealer fell into the mewly
Negro Digs Hole Through Meek wan eight boats will be put in the Misto report, the indorsement of corporate, and no patty can afford in
to Push the subject of Railsouri river next summer. linking the made grave of his. wife during the
(hi Kist Side of Building and
et conservative countries in the receive cnntribu tioe
n even front incitroad.' tie Front.
three principal Missouri cities by wa- burial service today and may die as
Gets Away.
or victuals when the acceptance of thee
It is of
a permanent
ed.„tem
Suceeeds the Late Will %twill and Is
coml.!
tool of thepart
result of the fall. .Two of his ribs are
ter navigation.
si
Probable Successor on
:contribatfons secretly pledge the party
fractured, and physicians believe one
Elirope and-,io many places it
Ticket.
of them -may have punctured the king.
to a (mum. wlech 4 cannot openly
Dollar as Foetal Card.
tiled tax the rate being highestl
Washington. August 31.-- The
Cohen was almost heartbroken over
In other words, polities should
Cairo, Ill., August 31.— The ne•
31.-'-New
York,
An
inAntrum
reeked
,
intones.
the largest
- understanding her le that John
:be honest and I mistake present
dopoodud upon the Innomo
gro. who called himself B. T. Wash- teresting dollar contribution came to the death of his wife and seems not
assistfichneenan,
formerly
George
dittoes In America if they do notconig re- Sharp Williams, of Mississippi, the
arrested by Officers Wade the Republican congreetional caut• to care to recover.
a considerable part of ter ceive improvement in the rondel of minority leader of the house, and ant postmaster of Metropolis, has been ington,
appointed county clerk of Sienese coun- and Bradley nearly two weeks ago, paign committee today. It. was a
Ss and her English camnesside campaigns.
William Jennings Bryan no longer
dollar wilt a postage stamra BREAK EN GLASS FLOOR FATAJJ.
tY. to succeed Will Atwell, who cora- made his escape from the county jail
Investigating the propleition
- are political allies. It Is claimed they milted suicide by shooting himself sonic time during Tuesday night last stuck on its face. It was addressed
Tenets tte. Paraniteint Issue.
_
ge from a tteifottn to a greeted
disagreed
in
!Anther
recently
on
the
and-has not yet been recaptured.
"While men may diiter as to the
plainly with red ink. to Colgreas- tad Falls Through Crarked Square
I through the chest.
-have been abseil too lotot
q II
government
in
of
ownership
of
Three Stories to Death.
I
Mr, Sehneenen who has been plow- i The manner of the escape of Wain- man James S. Sherman. The dollar
with any authority. on the pub- relative Importance of Iseetert
ta
ale. The Mississippi statesman
Inset In Reptiblicanteem to year% ! ington Is not definitely known, ex- was malted in St. Mary'sl. W Va.
Jwient in tiffs &Mary at this while the next coegresa will largely warned Nebraskan
against pushing i wal Mr. Atwell's opponent for the cept that he dug a hole through the coming
Omaha Aug 3.1 —LOU Jeffries, a
tot I ant so'coarineeg of the the lines 'limn which the
this etthject so far to front.
of the teeementsa gnat i feel flreselentfal campaign wilt he fotight.
Repnblietin nomination. fie probably brick wail of the east side of the
telephone operator, wall killed today
John Sharp Williams Back.
Jail.
He
was
placed
in
this
room
care.
that
the
is
safe
It
to
say
think
will be appointed to fill the vacancy
at the people sf1 ficlenter or :I
New York, Aug. 31.---Conereseman by falling from the title* story of the
which has no iron cella. and it seems
Editor Des.
on the ticket.
eneneent ta the' exeunt ;wee ih the Minds of it large
John Sharp Williams arrived on board Douglas street exchange buieltner.
RorieThe emeriti of Will Atwell will be someone from the outside handed the White Star liner Majestic, which Mies Jaftriee was Is* Ile rest room,
which wiry. efeenegeaite , majority of the peteplite Is the tope, ,melmaha. Aeg 31 --Edweid
an income tax nog thee bona I congratulate Preeideeit Ronse- 1 OPfer, editor of the Omaha Bee. d:ed held tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'er:bele him an.instrument with which he dug
leached her dock late last night. He yeti* be....glans SnaS One of the
,efeeee fae.*e leardeaa _ of reit _upon the steps which be bas sit Plenty lest night, •
He was one of the Item known and out.
bad nothing to say about ,hLs trf swans ef glass was
kedThe
govestabsent. 40 be afpgr- I
Most peiirerr men In the county and
abroad and refused to discuss the on. rota mesa' at-'
andl fell
money.
net
Wealth
heart,
Is
(flontinusel
in
Fifth pegs)
Fear not him who fears not God
•c tho perip*.e
Hee attendance will be large.
to the taggaigt.
titical alleatien. .-_1
•

SISTER ARRIVES
TO ASSIST POLICE

FALSE PRETENSES

TRUE LOVE

ALLIES NO LONGER

CAIRO JAIL

4

GEORGE SCHNEENAN

ee-

PAHA TWO. ,

trap, PAf)T-4-Art EVENTINq SUN
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theKentucky MATTOON LOSES

iDYING HORSE IN
MEMPHIS CONCERN
TO THE HOOSIERS HARDWARE STORE GIVEN CONTRACT

BOTH PHONE.% Soo.
OUTWEAR AND NIGHT.

Saturday, Sept. I
Peen *Mk iliefin

On the Bridge
at Midnight

Roth

%.I lice neS

and

Cairo Walks

Through. Hunting a Lowest Bidders on The Street
quiet Death Bed.
Paving Estilllaten.

Take One

Indian,. erne Deftest at „Hands of the Animal Escaped terrine Devise of
Jar keens lilt' Teani-Firet
IP. Harris., or the (eons Road,
Game of Series.
Neil-Known Drover. '

DANVILLE CLAME TO PAD( CAH INJURED

ITSELF

1,.

(iali tiorg Vitrified lirld'k Will 14e
I set1 it, (lit. Corietrsiction
of Surface.

JUMPING BY. BOARD OF PUBLIC

WORKS

CIGAR STAN DS

FOUR GREAT ACTS Of

Flat, Humor,
Stage Pictures,
Odd Characters,
of a Big city
The memorable scenes of this play in.

Just seeking a place In which to
The Memphis Asphalt & Peelle;
L. Pet. die in comfort, was a horse that eolilpati), of Memphis Tehn:,
was
46 603 walked sedately through Henneberg- yesterday afternoon awarded the
-53 551 er's hardware store, 423 Broadway, oontract for building brick streets in
55 520 this morning about 10 o'clock, to Pedro:ail and the contract will be
ISO 4143 the astonishment of the corps of signed Monday and the work started
66 433 clerk's. and a hundred pedestrians, into without delay.
If the straight-line methods of the National Cigar Stands did
72 390 who stopped to ease at the Intrepid
The bids of the three cote
no more than to show the reduction in prices, this triumph would
beast. Those who followed it through were presente
elude the celebrated reptoduction
•
,
be enough. -W..,
d
board
to
the
;et,
oi
of Cir esgo's famous
the building saw it turn east In the lie works yesterday
Yesterday's Ile-suits.
afternoon by
'But
the
plan
has effected more than mere price-saving-it has
alley
and finally lie down and ex- City Engineer le A. Wastung
Jacksonville 4 Paducah 2.
given through its system of cigar keeping, an invariable unijorwity
JACK KNIFE DRAW BRIDGE %epitom
pire behind the East Tennessee Tel- tittered the bids carefully ton,wno
es 3, Mattoon 2,
. The sueof character-in ehoit, a higher degree of safely lo As smoker.
ephone building on•Fourth Street.
ces,ful bidder's figures are $29,Two great comic character bits and • Cello 3 Danville 2
The purchaser of a cigar of any one of the sixteen exclusive
'The
horse
belonged
to
L.
T.
Har*remarkable cast by•strong company.
788.82 usenet $32.574o3.ethe highNational brands takes; no chances whatever. • fir is definitely ate
ris,
a
farmer,
residing
on
the
Cairo est, from Hitter & Bowles.
Teday'e Hetredirle.
mired that he is getting
PriCeS: Matinee-Children to cents,
road, who brought a drove into a
.6
The board of Ruble: works will
adults 95 cents.
ra,11.14 all at
krOnVi:le.
sale stable this mornhag
report the acceptance of the contract
Better Cigar Values .filt Lower Prices
eitght, 25c, 35c, 50c and 75e.
Ce.ro at Dansele.
While Mr. Harris was driving the to the general
couitell at a special
newts on sale Friday atja a. m.
Vincennes at Mattoou.
horses toward the city this one get Meeting to
Than Ever Sold Before
called Monday, at
be
away and jumped a fenee. The last which the secrette
y
of
the
company
Whateve
r
the price he pave, it purchases better tobacco and
the owner saw of the animal it was will be
Jacksonville 111., August 31.
MATINEZ jeleD NIGHT.
present to regn tee necessary
more of it thhet the same price kis liner bouret before. Ile is getThe Indians were defeated here yes- galloping down the road to Paducah. Paean.
ting a cigar that eat; made in
(Labor Day)
-fats ensuring uniformterday in the first game of the se- He came to the city with the re- company It is the Intention of the
ity), and Which came dim!front Ike prOsiest,thus Seeing cot.
ries be a score of 4 to 2. The game mainder of the drove and, after sta- cember .to finish the work by De31.
was loosely played and won by an bling them, started out to look for
The Galesburg vitrified brick was
The drug'stores which belong to the combination display the
the stray, He,. found -It dead in the adopted by
easy bunching ot hits by locals.
National Cigar Stands comblern in their windoas, and sell from a
the board. '
The sem*:
RHE alley.
new, scientific, condition-proving case the following brands,
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
Evidently It had Injured Itself Is engaged
Pad it cah
among others:
2 7 .1
today in preparing the
The
Jacksonville
4 b 2 jumping over the fence, and when it contract for the city and the compaBre teries- -Platt and Downing, reached _Fifth street and Broadway ny to sign. As soon as this is
done
was so exhausted it sought any open- MaybeTelser
Patrick and Lotshaw and Belt.
Black and Whitte--Seed-and Havana ;as good as was ever bought at 8 for 26C.
will call the general"
5c
ing that led off the paved street. The council in special
CubaelPeosna-Cicar I lavana ;Cuban leaf, it for 2ec. grade
session
to
5c
ratify
the
Hennebe
rger
store
looked rimming action of the board of public works.
Resagos--Clear Havana.; ineter than mire Sc. cigars
Hoosiers Terse a Game.
10 for 29c
Mattoon III., August 31. - The and the horse entered the front door Unless the fact that It Is Labor Day
Stirlirag Castle-Fine,clear H.tvana cig ir; 10.. qaaley
•
•
etc
and
walked quietly through to the nukes the action Mega?. Mayor
Hoosiers took yesterday's game after
Idalia-Ilighest grade, clear Havace
Yeti:, U.S.
• 3 tor 2$c and up
ser will call the board of aldermen
A Yankee Doodle Comedy in tour a hard battle. Hits tallied and errors alley.
There tire nix National frigate Standar in Pnduceah at the following adThe horse was valued at $104).
were features of the (sweet.
for that afternoon at 2 o'clock, In
Big Laughing Acts.
dreaseseed and only at Meese attends an :National 4.7.1garat be obtained.
The score:
the event the contract Is signed in
RHR
FUNNIER THAN A CIRCUS Vincennes entsaaaitsa-wed--iet--ehet-beure3'1 6
W. B. McPHERSON, 335 Broadway.
tountlimen act that night.
Mattoon
2 7 4
An entertainment tor children
The company agrees to commence
Batteries-- Chenault and Matt:F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
Rom 6 to 6o.
the work within ten days.
son; Jokerst and Johnson.
J. D. BACON, Seventh and JacksoulSts.
A COMEDY with a plot mounted
eCairo Wins Again.
with special scenery.
•
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
Danville, Ill. kugust 31.- Hattie
Need Fenn Labor.
Musical Singing and Dancing yielded one hit and this is the reason
PETT1
TS RED Coss PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts.
Theatr
icel /rotes
Lexington Ky., Aire
the locals could not wlo. Cairo slug31.-The
Specialties.
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.
gers hlt•the ball freely and earned, subject of labor eupply, with speedal
refFienc
e
to
farm
work,
may
be
rues.
taker'
The show you have been waitup
The score:
RifE ers'at the next meeting of the Farming for.
club. The fart that complaint is
"King of Tramps."
Cairo
3 5 1 cenerai
One of the best written, best exBAND AND ORCHESTRA Danville
2 1 0 egyette ea the part of the farmers of
county
about the greet dial- pressed, best presented comedies of
Batteries-- Hatch and Qulesser:
entre of .procusing even as. nrieh as the kind to visit Paducah this sea-PRICES- - -a-clavisaseen and Ott.
nO Percent of the labor that is 1m- man, will be "The
King of Tramps,"
Matinee : Children roc, adults 25c.
liir welled to take carn,.or the whit h comes to The Kentucky MoneNight-21, 35. 50 and 75e.
Dope.
I crops at the time they most day matinee and night. The prase
( bests on adac restarted> u a. tn.
The July batting averages of the used *Dentin% has
assumed
Kitty league are out at last. Dan serious stage that there is Such a agent assures us we are not to seo
Claire. the Danville shortstop, leads more or leas grave concern a feeeng the rum-soaked, husky -voiced, shamas to the bling hobo usually seen with attracN1MCIK.
the leterue in bitting with an average future of the farming
Interests
List of new %miswrite-no added by the of 347. the highest attained by any comity. Some instances have In the tions of this title, instead we are to
been meet a "Sunny Jim," always going
East Teeter/wee Telephone Omen player this season. Dithridge of Cai- related, though not all confined to -out
of his way to spread happiness.
ro,
and
Mattison
and
Moran
Ianof
this county, In which farmers have always singing and carrying a
o piny Today:
light
/senile%
followed
with
averages of so:d, or attempted to sell, their farms heart, a character
2442-4--Pryor, D. C., tee, East
that good sensible
317, 305 and 301.
because they found It impossible to people can vinew from in front with
Veer eyesore
By Vincennes losing six more raise crepe profitably, owing
104-2-Roberts, N F. res., Histo the a feeling of interete. A capable comgames and Cairo winning 12 of the difficulty of procuring labor. Within
41
kleellte toed.
pany of farriers, singers and danc14 to be played before the close of 'he Jest two weeks complain
1104-1-4Maniey, Mn. Robert_ res., the
ts have e,* surround the principal characseason, Cairo will win the pen- /seen mietiply Mg. 'Hemp and
Hisklevlie road.
tobacco ters.
nant by a scant margin.
are both in need of attention. $240
643-Kentucky thedter, NI Fifth.
"Red" Quigley Is now leading Pa- a day and harmer-Ire offered
for tobac1119-a-Morris, J. R.. Si0011, 10$ lumber
Prison Pictures,
batting list and Harry Coop- co labor and $4:00 an are for
Broadway.
cutFor the nest time Paducahans are
tr has been dropped to the bottom. (in hem p. These prices provide
fair made acquainted with the actual
721-4--Penn, Wm, res., Husband
4411ge
aw- 111111111a.
Manager Lloyd is trying hard to win compensation, but Minters seems more
I'".
fulnesre of tfie catastrophe, attendbut luck seems to be against him.- attractive to a rr. mber of the
class re- :re the demolition of San Francisco
Like other commodales telephone Vincennes
Capital.
feted to.
service should oe paid for according
by fire following the earthquake, by'
weans of tht moving pictures le
'le Its worth and value.
Tobacco at Cadiz.
Wallace park Casino. These pit-lure'
We have in the cite over 3.040
Cadiz,
Ky.,
August
31.- - Another were taken by the company's retiresubscribers or five times as many ay
break °Pent association tobacco In itentatIvers on the coast, who are a
the Independent company; outside
the Cadiz Storage house was made of ways ready to secure views of
the city aad with.n the county we
et hogsheads by Inspector Quarles, Interest. The pictures are .'tear
a!
have 413 times as many subscribers ai
of Hopkinsville. The tobacco in this run smoothly, and the enclosure or
break was ofelow grade, the most of the Casino heightens the effect in the
the Independent company. Yet we
National League.
it being lugs. The recent decision of intense darkness.
will place a telephone in your resiChiragn 3, Cincinnati 2; batteries, Manager Ewing to advance the price
Men's Half Hose, fancy, fee quality...
dence at the same rate the 1ndepend------- 1 OC
Taylor and Moran; Fraser and Schlei of medium and good tear about 50
Men's
Hall Hose forcy, 25C quality
ent,company, 10 supposed to charge,
On
the
Bridge
at Midnight.
19C
Brooklyn 3, Boston 11; battertex, cents on the hundred will be good
The coming of "On the Bridge at
Plain black half Hose, 10C, 3 pairs for
and provide in addition, long dist- Scanlrese.A.teieklett and
Bergen: Lin- news to our farmers, as nearly all Midnight," the comedy drama,.
25r
ance facilities which will enable you deman and O'Neill.
-i11
of the tobacco that has yet beet sold
Neckwear
to reach nfty million people from
St. Louis 4, Pitteburg e: betteries. here is of a low grade. fiend MOO of be an event of the season because
the equipment of scenery ,.including
25c Four-in-Hstid Ties hr .......
Karger and Marshall: Leilleld, Phil- the good tobacco Is still In the letor-5
vour home .
the great bridge scene whereahe In19c
lip!, Willis and Gibson.
age house. Since last week 39 bogs
Call 300 for ferther Information.
genuity of the dramatist, the itroduHand
kerc
Philiatei
hief
heads
gista_l.
s
of
New
tobaccoYork
have
been
0; batsold. It cer,
MAST .TENNF.sletER. TELEPHONE
Sparks and Donovan; Mat- was all lugs and common leaf, and and stage carpenter, snore painter.
Men's plain white Handkerchiefs, all linen,
COMPANY.
actors blends Into a climax. The
10C
thewson and Bowerman.the prices ranged from $5.25 to
entire
Six tar
Second game:
*6.00 for lugs and $6.50 to $8.00 foe knife" audience can see the "jackopen steni-htlt and the ImNotice to Coarrad-tors.
Philadelphia 0. New York 1: bat- theelritT. The number 61' hogsbeade
pression_ made as a steamer paws
Shirts
Bids u14 is received at the office teries, Duggieby and Donovan; Me- received at the storage hones'
Met through this salsa, drawn In perfect
of the
season has now reached 11-64T-trod new- -tmita:ion
A limited stock to close.
engIneer-en the city of Ginnity and Bowerman.
of real life. IS never forlwhecrn Is coming In every day.
Paducah, Kentucky, up to 2 o'
St oo White Sttamikavoi,
gotten. Then there ta 1111 excellent
75c
September 12, 1806, for the construcAmerican League.
story we tese-yerse showing how a
$1 co Colored Shirts .
75C
'Fine Ressidence Banes.
tion of ahn:t seven (7) miles of
Boston 2. Philadelphia-T.-batterblind and devoted mother courted
50c Pongee Shirts
May neld, Ky.. August 31.- The every difficulty
'combined sanitary and storm entice ies, Winter and Carrigan: ('rumbs.
25C
to find her kidnaped
dwelling
house
A good value in Work Shirts
of
Mr.
Gabe
R.
Algert
child.
sewers, in the city of Paducah. Keno
Waddell,
Genuine comedy brightens all
Powers
and len, at the
50c
extreme end of Broadway the acts and a clever company
fichrer k.
Boys' Shirt Waists that were 25C and 50c for
tacky.
of
1 5C
New York 5. Washington 0; bat- was totally destroyed by fire Wednes- netora fill out the entertainment
Plans and specificatIone ;vie be
day
night
about
9
o'clock. The direct Germany, the professor, and Reddy;
teries,
Doyee_a
nd
Kleinow
;
Sateen
eat Ste in the engineer's office. In the
origin of the fire is unknown hut tbe the boot-black are
and Warper.
two comedy charA 5a-inch Black Broadcloth, $1.5o value, one patCity of Paellicah. Keolucky. after Aupopular supportitIon is that It caught afters. At The
Second game:
Kentucky tomorrow,
gust 15, 1906 A certified check of
from
some remnants of fire left by matinee end night.
tern to the customer, per yard
New York 9. WasinIneton A; bat95c
Mitten' in burning plum in an rip11.000 must accompany each and teriee. Barger, Hogg, MeGuire
and story room le
the afternoon. There County and
every bid.
Thomas; Kitson, Smith, Waketield
liceeean county each has
was no one about the premises and
The city reserves the right to re- and Werner.
an aspirant for the nomination, and
as the blaze was fleet discover
ed In
ject any ond all bids.
the roof. On the building alone there Christian Mune/ has two.
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
Notice of Senekhoblers' Meeting.
was $3 000 Insurance anteon Inc
Agents for Butterick Patterns.
Paducah, E, . August 4, 1906.
IiegtiI Itootkorger ("aught.
The annual stockholders' meeting of household goods $1,000 insurance.
The
property lost is valued at much
the Paducah Home Telephone cornHopkInsville, Aug. 31.--Randle
The Texas Wonder.
Jonee, colored, one*of the most 'wed
Pally will be held at tbe office of the more.
Cures all eidney, bladder an.I rheu- company In Padneah
alleged bootleggers of the state who
41111111111■111
, Kentucky. ou
AllimIlmeeenuni
has is-tees:erne; eluded captnre for hurt and 0111 a, -Mk t !,(,Ant' I
Reemblienns of Second.
matic troubles; sold by J. H. 0011- Tttesday, September 4th, Rt 10 a ire
t
.
Owensboro, Ky., August 31.--The many months, was nabbed yesterday heat. The soldier boys fought with
atielaeger, 601 Broadway, Dr. E. W. Orr the
purpose of electing a hoard of Repeblic
too greet earnestness, .and
afternoon In the Newstee
an congressional
Hall. ode. 2926 Olive street, fit directors for
411111111111111111111be
the ensuing year,eand for of the Second congrpes committee. hood by Deputy United d neighbor- heads were cracked. One eeveral MOW
ional
man's
States
district
MarLouis, Mo.
and> other husinese as may
thuenb
was almost cut off with a
he letre: of Kentucky. has been called to meet shal Wade Brown. of Peetricah. and
and proper.
•
at Dawson Springe on Wednesday. Deputy Seeriff lerreen Crarens. Only bayonet. The regiment broke camp
True picly Is the paying not too ISieneri)
September 5, 1906, at 2 o'clock. The a few web ago Marshal Brown and last night.
J. C. MONTEITH. Fee.
tollieng lend-whert the minister's
Qut paying tent Ltt do build the hinge: you pee ior It
s
committee consists of the chairman Deputy Sheriff Jewel Smith ermine!
as you
aa112 falls doe.
pay rent
Vacant iota in all parts of 'he city, Nice 10`s on the
of
the
Christia
South
executtv
n
for
e
committ
Jones but he esees of the
Two
New
Naval
"Lid
Lifter"
Stations
Gets Revianl.
.
propo.rd car extension on Broad lo union depot ard cu.
various counties composing the Jis- raped them and they came beek empty
Allen
I-nder an agreement reached be- trict,
Jesse White, who yesterdey in'Marta Makes Pale Blood.
streets ft-1m $5o to f3e0 each. Buy now on installment
welch are Henderson, Hop- handed. ,
tween
plan
formed on "lifters of the lid" at Lex
Jaisitn and Korea.' It is under- kins and Christia
a ,The Old Staleeard Grove's Tastewhile cheap This is the highest ground 111 the city. Propert
n. The object of the
Ince°.
y
stood
received
that
$20,
Chinsae
the
wan
first
sad
reToughs..
km Oh ill Ton le drives cut malaria
meeting has not been gives out. It
is advancing rapidly.
OanFnInstry Sham Battle.
nng
ward paid In that -city ter informahe converted into naval eta- Is not known what
teed builds up the system. Sold by all done will
the
Republi
cans
During a ahem haute at Hender- tion leading to the convietion
at an early date at (be expense will
McCracken Real Estate (11 Mortgage Co.
or Is
do with respect to making a son .betweeu biettailotts of the
Beakers for 27 years. pries 10 mote. of Japan.
Third reekkehlasepet for the sots or
'Allard
Ficenciera,,14ren. and %tor. (*linnet 7(4
nomination for congretre Webster -Kentucky Intatry two
11.
jfilers-were os-lunaity.
Team StlaudIng.

Improved Quality At
Lower Prices

ClubsW.
Vlncennes
.70
Cairo
65
Jayksonville
61
PADUCAH
.14$
Danville• 53
Mattoon
46

onday, Sept. 3

KING OF
TRAMPS
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School Book Lists Now Ready?
Call for the Blue Book Lists and gets your school
books early. If you should buy something not
needed we will exchange or refund money.

D. E. Wilson at Harbour's Book Department

THE BIG LEAGUES

-3

Friday and Saturday
Bargains

L. B. Ogilvie Cr Co.

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME

1

wmots4.141%490...w.w+FwaVogrmppr.p.

PNEMCICII EVENING, !NUB

GET YOUR UNIFORM NOW

a

WE HAVE A COMPLETE

FOR THE LABOR DAY

LINE OF CAPS. OVERALLS.

“41.11.16

PARADE. A COMPLETE
SHOWING HERE. .0 Js

J6

Z
sV6WDRINS CONPUTIOUW
409- 413iBROADWAY.

SHIRTS AND BELTS FOR
LABOR DAY UNIFORMS.."

This Store Will Close at Noon Monday in Corn:
plimellt to Organized Labor and Its Day
first Monday in September is Labor's own; it belongs to that great toiling
THEmultitude
in whose keeping the future of our grand republic is pefectly secure,

•w

•

TUE 110Er.,
„

..111. •

smr\c,
tAnEt!,,
.-moo

We are exclusive agents for the following
well known Uninn Made Shirts and Overalls:
Fink's Detroit Make, Sweet, Orr 6 Co.,
The Globe, The Penn.

,and •t seems to us only right that, in compliment to organized labor of Paducah,
whose generous patronage has contributed so largely to the prosperity of pur house,
the store should be closed at noon on that day. We ask your continued support and
in return assure you that in no department of our big store Will you find union goods
unrepresented in any particular.
Every one of you will be interested, we feel sure, in the celebrated Henry J.
Brock Union Label Clothing; made at Buffalo, N. Y., in one of the largest, cleanest
and most sanitary factories in the world. Your assurance of perfect style, fit and
workmanship lies in the fact that it BEARS THE UNION LABEL. Every day now
nAT goods are arriving from Brock's big factory and, take our word for it, you will
find no better clothing anywhere for the money---both suits and overcoats, $10 to $25.

NMI

'C
'he
len
Ian
fly

O.

•

1

11.

THE VERY FIRST SHOWING OF FALL STYLES IN MEN'S SUITS AND OVERCOATS
illustrations will help to give you some idea of the immense attractiveness_pf this clothing-- the style and fit. The overTHESE
coats to be worn this fall are worthy of special attention, for they are certainly_swell. The first thing you will.notice will be
'-- that they are not quite so long as last year, but you-won'tfail to notice the slightly form-fitting back, the broad shoulders and the
snug fitting collar. They're particularly becoming to the brawny muscular fellows, and you are sure to like them. Come in any
time, whether you are ready to buy or not. We'll be glad to show you "what's what" in the season's latest cut and fabric, and can
assure you that it will be our aim and purpose to give you at all times the highest grade of clothing and the lowest possible price.

•
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ELEeTRICITV REPLACES STEAM I over the steep gradi*s is eight miles
i As hour, and some times three lpeoin Hauling gouthern
motives have to be •ttached to atn this. it is understood that the
Over Mountains.
electric power
will take the
, ears over the grade at a minimum
Ban Frtheisco, Annual 31.-- The
of fifteen miles an hour.
Southern Pacific In seriously consid- "
to;
eleetric
power
erIng the use of
CELEBRATES 1021$ HIRTHDAY.
take the heavy freight and passenof
grades
steep
over
the
trains
ger
th,0 Sierra Nevada monntams. E'er- lOtis Eddy, of Rockford, Ill., Also Is
NInoon Os World,
Ole power can be easlly installed, according to the preliminary reports.
to do the work, with an increase; Rockford.111.. Aug. 31--Today wag
aonlversary of
over the. preFent speed of the trains 1 the 102d. birthday
of about ,n A per cent. The best Otis Eddy. of this Mr. In addition
*peed the powerful locomotives nOw to the distinetion of being a eentetvarhauling the freight cars can make Inn, 'Mr F.4(1r enfoys the honor of

radficTraliw

gml•

0XES lin of material benefit to the large
TO NUNI1111: UI I ti. II %II, 11.
mail -order houses in rhicago. an It
New Plan Will Enable Advertieers to will enable them to circulate a,Ivertilting matter among the rural paRemit Patrons Easily.
trons by simply addressing It by
number instead of furnishing the
Washington, August 31.-All names.
Mail boxes on rural free delivery.
routes which Meet the requirements
"Mlutah Snow," said the caller,
of the post office dfmarttnent are to
he numbered. Carriers are instructed twirling his hat In an embarrassed
way, 'Is yo' ve'y busy this evenito examine the boxes along their
ng'!"
routes, and to designate by numbers
• "Not particular. Ephraim." rethose that are In good conffitton.
sponded the Rev. Dr. Snow. "Is there
The numbering will be in the order anythingI can do for you!"
in which the mail in delivered and
"Yes, sub. I'd like to have yo'
patrons will be requested to have the
come ovah to Ws' Wallatt's and pull
A wife's pointed remark may keep numbers assigned them placed upoh
off a little wedditi: to' me. sub." —
her husband on pins and M.o.-11*o
their hoses Tit.\numbering plan will Chicago Tribune

being the oldest Master Mason in the
world a,nd it is believed he In orcrider
of Ms four (core ymirs as a member
of this order than of his advanced
age. Mr. Eddy's claim to being the
Oldest Master Matson In tism,world Is
not disputed. He Jolnod Friendship
lodge. A. F. and A. M.. at Chepachet,
R. I., May 24, 1'826. and June 17,
Mt he was passed to the 'degree of
Master Mason. He has been a member of E. E. W. Ellis lodge since Ilik2
and his birthday anniversaries are
never forgotten h) Ws Masonic brothse in this thy.

•••••11,0111.

Support ladepeasiest.
The Republican state executtve
committee of Tennessee, refused to
nominate a candidate for railroad
commissioner in opposition to the
Democratic nominee. Frank Avent.
It Is rumored the Republicans will
support W. P. McClure, the lndePendent Democratic candidate for
that office. The committee also declined the proposition made by the
Democratic committee to enter Into
a joint discunslon between Patterson
and F.:vans.
•

Si tiUI'M LODGE.
Elects IS.

and Urea litarlapiii-r.
;mita Fin* Time.

William Morgan, C. C. Kelley and
A. T. Anderson were last night ek$oll
ed delegates from Mangum lodge of
Odd Fellows to the grand lodge
meeting to be held at Harrodsburg.
Ky.. October 10-11. 1ntlealde lodge
will meet tonight to appoint. Some
degree work was put on last night
and the new paraphernalia which
just arrived, said to he the Anent le
Mies Sweet —I bet ten khan with the state, was seed
Dick last night that our bowling team
will heat his.
Chaeker--That No?
People who wall for dead men's
Stay. let me hold the stakes --Phl'aoboes too often tlml soompb4dy ciSc
delphle Bulletin.
tied to gse Ittrinp,
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.

Where there's a will

there's

a

FOND RECOLLECTIONS.

LOST AT FRISCO

The coroner at Phitadelphia. sileo
concealed the fact that President Hip.
pie, of the Reel Estate Trust company
co:emitted atilcide, should be removed
from uSo. h once. The coroner as
far as his authority goes Is the most
Important and most powerful officer
in the United States. He is absohlte
within his Jurisdiction, and for a purpose. As long as a coroner performs
his public duty honestly and intelligently, human life is protected, but
when a coroner so far violates his
oath of office as to make a false return
of a cause of death, his conduct
amounts to a menace to the safety of
Individuals. If be could call a suicide
death from congestion of the brain,
Why could he not do the 411ne in case
of murder? And what assurance have
we that he has not dome A4) in sonre
nstances?

WF:RF: NAMES OF COUNT SALCAs
NM'S FICBSCRIBFIROI.

FRIDAY,

CLARK'S SPECIALS
Saturday,Sept. 1
Is lbs. Standard Granulated Sugar for

and Is in Company of
Prospective Relative. While In
_
the City.

Vi•Ot• l'attluritlt

Cinit•mor: "There's one advantaig• in a suit like this."
you admire th• ht. I suppose!"
Cuatonnort "1.1o, it's not that, but it reminds me of th• kind
McCrackeo county offers a candidate for attorney general before the Maks."
Democratic primary in the person of
the Hon. John K. Hendrick, who anto his
nounces his 'position today
neighbors. He haa been tried in public office before and Is a strong force
in the Democratic party of the state,
and particularly the west end. His
declaration is one that should appeal
to the best element of his party. He
says he is a candidate of no faction.
The fact that the central and eastern
elections of Kentucky are eurniehing
the candidates fqr governor, while the
First district, as menet will furnish the
Democratic votes, should give favorable consideration to the claims of the
}ton. John K. Hendrick.
Taslor:"Ah,

mother

used to

Count Della Olgestra Reggio Salmdor. a genuine Italian nobleman, is
.n Paducah for the second time he four
years, but this time he comes with
more local interest then before when
he was merely a "globe trotter."
Reggio is an Italian nobleman and
for years, since 1892, has been' walking all over the globe. He calls himself a professional pedestrian. and has
every claim to the title
Today he
stated that he was In trouble: had
lost everything he had in the San
Francisco fire, including a list of 30,000 subscribers to his eonternp,ated
book on travels, but was go le
start over again and marry his .0...
heart--a re'mtive of Paducahans.
Coent Reggio is engaged to M's F'
Lagomarreino. a ...eagle of Mr \I Brizsalaro. and a aims, of Mr I.
Lagomersino
Fie was with the 1,,
nier today while In Paducah.

Aram" ill.

,) Bars Swift Pride Saap for
.
7 Bars Octagon Soap for
......
Nice mellow eating apples, per peek,
Fancy Lemona, per doz
Large white mealy Irish potatoes, per peck
24 ltrtag White Frost straight flour_
lbs. snow Drift Lard for

3

Two roc packages Durham's Cocoanut for.
3 lb. can Asparagus Tips, new goods, for

.......
_

$ 1.00
25c
25c
20c
20c
20c
....... 50c
. 25c
15c

5 cans Potted Ham for

—.15c
s can4 oil Sardints for _
----- 15c
5 cans Boston Baked Beans for.,
........ ....
1 5c
Two t pound cans fancy Red -Salmon for
25c
•-da
3 boxes Search Light Matches for
._ .... .
1 0C
ks lb. can Baker's or Huyler's Cocoa
't cake Baker's or Huyler's Chocolate foc.
2 lbs Orange Cook ies for.
.....
1 4 lb Tin Fancy Blended Tea for

20C

15c
July 17....9966
- _ 1 5C
July 18... 3954
July 19....3955
—.1 5C
July 20....3958
Two r lb. Singipme Chunk Pineapple for
25C
July 21....3961
Fancy Mixed Cakes, per pound, for.
1 5C
July 23—.3944
lbs, Fancy Wafer Crackers for.
July 24. . 3940
1 5c
2 Packages Grape Nuts for
Joly 25....3987
—25c
July 26—.4017
July 27....8385
The lietblucky State Journal says:
July 28—.3961
The it best thing at a -summer
July 30....3987
Must Make Settlenreet.
vacation ,11 the getting hack home,
July 31....3942
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot is
thinks the Sotnerset Journal. In
aerne tre I I 1111 ti,,• itrillve al Mid night." et The Kr•Illueiry Tomorrow adopting stringent methods in con- 0
some case that may be true but where
•
ducting his court, aud all administra107,427 you ietiorn to find the cook has decided
Total
‘1,0111.4- *ad Night.
tors who are delinquent In sett.•
.4132 to rontinue her vacatios indefinitely
Average July, 190.6
meats will be fined.
1
average July, 1906 ..........2710 the other half scattered and indiffer- nopolles.
trolled by the federal government
This morning an order was nial.
ent, and everything hell, -west and
0F
Says Democratic plan of attack • and local lines by the respective in couhty court summoning R.
E.
that
crooked,
wish
ou
you
that
feel
42!
must contemplate complete Over- ;tate governments, as guaranteeing Ware, administrator of
, Increase
Sallie Ware.
%on hadn't gamy or had gotten killed throw of
monopolistic principle in lir- both state flights and the proper reg- to appear and show why he should
it, a railroad wreck.
dustry.
ulaticui of inter-state traffic.
Personalty appeared before me,
not he lined for contempt of court.
Th.. editors of both Papers bare reEnforcement of the Imprisonment
He has not made settlement as prothis August 1, 1906. E. J. Paxton, cently returned from their tit, atton4.
clause of the Sherman anti-trust law
reled hy law.
Notice to Contractors.
general manager of The Sun. who at
against trust magnates only means
Paducah. Ky Aug 25, 1906.
Irma that the arbore statement of the
Congteesman Bankhead, of Ala-' to break up illegal
combinations.
Bids will be received at the office
Marnlage License,
circulation of The Suu for the month banes, knocked out of the life tenure
Believes a federal license should: Of the Board of Public Works, city
W. 1. Thomas, 26 years old, •Isd
district
by
of July. 1906. is true to the hest of of his seat from the Meth
be Issued to every corporation as a hall. Paducah Ky
until 3 p. m . Martha Harper, 22 years old.
Captain Hobson. has been granted re- means of preventing
his knowledge and belief.
combinations. , Wednesday, September 5, 1906, for
We Will Sell
senatorship from
the
over
mainder
in
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
Denies that trusts are a natural de-' the following construction work, as
Cosset Notes.
that state contingent on the death of
velopment of present day tipsiness! per plans and specifications on file
'My commission expires January
E. W. Vaughan was appointed adat
either Senator Pettus or Senator Mor- methods,
and contends that they are the city engineer's office, under or- ministrator of the estate
32, 1908.
of the late
gan _ Were Bankhead a young man
7 inch Dinner Plates, each,
—
a form of legalized larceny.
5c
dinances providing for same
Mrs. M. C. Vaughan, all heirs waivmight
that alternative nomination
Fancy
shape
The
Cup and Saucer, set __—_......-- 30C
Tariff
Question.
Dally Thought.
For
ing
grading
and
right
of
qualifylog.
graveling
natdral
Sowell
something
the
since
In
mean
Does not believe that Republican, street from Ashbrook avenue
"When Prot Men. e -mute the door course of human events these two vetFancy Covered Dishes, each
J. S. Troutman was yesterday a:,
to
39c
party with its entangling alliances Hays avenue.
Optimism and erans are bolted to die some time
It opens a wiretove
pointed administrator of Bdwan:
3 in Biker or Vegetable DM,each.
5c
with trusts arid monster corporations.
faith are never diaromilted."
Trootman,
deceased.
Sows!, Street from Ashbrook ave7 in Vegetable Dish, each....„....._______
which have grown fat on protection . nue to Ashcraft 'venue.
8c
Act /tiding to the Lexington 'papers. will ever grant tariff reform. .
ANOTHER VIEW.
8 in. Vegetable Dish, each
Hays avenue, from Sowell street
. ,
10C
The IRalheitsid QS-Halos
77114 -Benton T7tutie-Democrat has Fayette cetteety farmer* , are offering
to Bridge street.
Bone Dishes, each
laborers
and
wages
farm
for
record
'5c
Believes that government Owner:ear vies of the situation in the
Concrete
eidewalks:iind
combined
Covered Sugar Bowls, each .
st congressionai district. and tells cannot supply the demand by sixty ship of railroads is the ultimate so- I Curb and _gutters OD Peinaitaln avenue
.._
-_—
.....
1
9c
• truth about the Kepub:ican com- par cent. The roue Grass moon will lution of the problem, but dote not from liffrirem street to Monroe
Cream Pitchers, each _ ---. 7C
organPurchase
In
following
the
he
•ee meeting in the following Ianthink time is quite ripe for stele a street.
'-.i Gal. Milk Pitchers, each ___________ —
ising an Immigration human
17C
coneummatIon.
L. A. WASHINGTON,
•
Covered Soap D
Dishes, each
Lest Tuesday the frepubilcan <ourThipks trunk lines should he con—
.19C
Engineer..
•
Capt.
City
George
Woodward.
Elbert Hubbard says: "The daily
tee of the Firs; congresaional dieFancy shape Open Chambers, each
Cairo, itt., Aug. 31 —Capt. Georcrr
25c
t met In Prtneeton to take steps newspaper is the seprerne corruptor
Fancy shap• Covered Chambers, each
Woodward,
pilot and master of '',•
people."
of
morals
the
and
life
the
of
394:
to nominate a candidate for congress
towboat Beaver, died suddenly at '
The plan of the chairman Mr. Deboe. Wonder If It was reading daily newsMackinac Island, 'Mich., yesterday
desee
and others of the Happy faction, %vas papers that Indnred Elbert to
where he was visiting his wife, si •
young...
-tor the committee to nostinate J. H. Iii. sitsdi helpmate and take a
was sojourning with relatives thee.
Happy, ex-pootmaster of Mayfield. for woman.
Capt. Woodward was well known
the empty honor, in order to make
among steamboatmen, having been on
Telephone 684.
hiso.the referee of the district for the
In accordance with a trvatY Drat
319 Broadway
the river for over twenty years,
next two years, and dethrone Mr. signed by Japan and Korea, two new riiireda
pkgs
was at one time master of a Lee :intSPeight, whom Mr. Happy most tor- naval stations are to be equipped In isenion Snaps,
3 pkgs
boat. He is survived by his wife. The
\...
dully bites.
Korean ports at Japan's expense Of Cheese Sandwiches.. 3 pkgs
ish t'pt..a:oes, per perk
20 funeral w1;1 be held In St. Louis.
"Ikt it wars esuily discovered that emotes Japan is doing this for Korea. Zuzu, 3
lOr 7 Ms. Lump Starch for
packages
.
Happy and Deboe had been deserted
--o-Potted Ham. 3 packages
1111 Campbell's Salad Dressing for ..
2
5c
r.
Willse bee Gilbert.
by several former adherents, who bad
Frank K. Hippie, president of the Corned Beef, per can
itt 7 bars Star Soap for
25
Willie Lee Gilbert, three-rnontriclimbed into the Speight band wagon. Real Estate Trust company blew out
Corned Brawn, per can
10c 4 lbs. Soda Craekers for
25 old, son of Mr. Will J Gilbert,
and rather than make a show down of his own brains. but it wasn't his own Sardines,
American. 3 cans
:I tikes. Macaroni for
16 well-known Illinois Central car retheir, weakness they proposed that no money ha blew in.
Home-made Baker's Cake. fresh for
2 bottles 10c Extract for
16 pairer died in Hardin. Marshall
action whatever be taken. This sirs
-o-morn116 ApeCia • baking.
3 pkgs. Vaults. Wean for
25 county, Monday The body was bur'
-11-.1 the SPe4r.ht fant.ou wanted as that
Secretary Wilson's Inspection of the Salmon, per (an
10( 2 pkgs. Saratoga Flakes for
25 ed at the Spring Crepe cemetery
leaves ‘Ir Spe,ght stiII the referee
Omaha packing houses has coneinced Limburger and Brick Cheese.
--New Pickles, per gallon
26 near Hardin.
for this d -Wet in al poetof5c and
him that the wurst has never been Be:01Caa and all kinds of can nod
6 bars White Floathig Sot* for .. 26
other fed,
r41 apptEntments."
Sausage.
told.
6 boxes Wisdom Washing Powder 25
Notice.
elliliPod Reef, per cab
10 boxes White Line Wash PowThe Indignatine of some memesers
All who wish to participate in the
'Roast Fowl, per can
lee
wee
der
Dandelion
for
25
name
a
in
What's
-river
of the Press c'elle. who met at 1)
,
Labor Day parade will lilease meet et
Veal. Chicken and Ham Loaf, per
The Famous White Dove *lour,
' this weak, overt rage ptesentation! first by a hoed at Saratoga.
John Moc(re's grocery- Monday mo•
can
10c
per
sack
of the newspaper man, must A!ford
John ‘'
Baked Beans per can
5e Royal Self-Rising Fleur, per sack 7'5 Mg at in o'clock sharp.
diabolical amumenicut to some peot,e csinereaselelelateteisteisKsHisteleielltslelittl.n
Clark, Chairman Hod Carriers' Pr .
Egg-G-See. 3 packages
25c Halt-Patent Flour, per sack
fe0
who think they hsve been similarly
No. 2.
white Few nsithe hest Fleer made, M lewd Cakes, per pound.
15
caricatured In the newspapers. "There
DItiEsT OF BRIAN'S StIPEFA'H
per bag
65c
'
We
will,
two-horse
have
a
wagon
are stage produi tons." tiara the reaoMiss Mary Greif, of Mayfield, arJAKE BIEDERMAN OHOCF.Iti' & load of fresh watermelons and cante!tidos, "In which lbs newspaper reri lbs. Granulated Sugar
rived In the city last night on a visit
SgeleesYst-416bilereedals140441134401aMIDO
_____........ _
IL4K8NG CO., Inc.
'i
pea
from
J.
Si,
Englert's farm,
65c
porter is portratiel as a filly, asinine
to friends_here.
24
lb sack Fancy Patent Flour
....
personage witt.out brainst,;„*This, the
700c
internatkeuel Quest hells.
24 lb. FaCk Straight Patent Flout
re.olut ion I•elievea,
parent of -the
YOU DON'T *AVE TO WAIT
...
55c
Cniled
Creme
the
S•ates
to
lead In
n7e17 destine's,. you feel better. Lea.Psi
rheapeni the craft In :he eyes of the
z Peck Metly Potatoes ______—
soaps soar whole sato*, nabs. Bold oe
------20C
nubile, and the leig-tie of clubs was movement for general arbitration.
0.1. Aerir 4.• •gh •••••••••••••••
IMO
z
Package Foarnoline,_ "
Contends that we leave lost presei
dieecnrace
asked to
such representa,
25c
tige by our colonial polIcY. We
Fancy Cracked Rice, pound..._,.__,
tions by requesting dramatists to per6C
should
grant
Philippines
the
freedom
An
Assistant
of Nature.
to as -pro,perious
Fancy Head Rice, pound _ .
on the Name plan that we did Cuba.
9c
One of the most Interesting things
_Men of eve/ life," and not "pernicioes
iult quirt Apple
Home legislation.
. _ 10C
outneal% of firr.on
of this day of Interesting things is
In iltat gatherAdoption of constitutiolal amendP antation Teas, per pound
"lug sad voting for the resolution. per•
-,
the great succest being achieved by
60c
haps, were tees ialiste who have ment compelling congress to meet
I 6 lbs. Fresh Roasted Coffee ...,_..—
osteopathy.
_ ......._,_ $1.00
pricked the sensitise nerve of everY within a few monitor after each ronThere is hardly a day that some
School Baskets.
trade and profe,
sion in Chriatendom. greeslorsal election, and adjourn a
9c
cure which is deserving of attractins
few
days
Fren.'h Olive Oil, big bottle
before
a
succeeding
elec.
The stage reporter ought to serve as
54c
much attention, Is not made by this
Paducah.
Ky",
August
29,
190C.
oil
a warning to evet'y newspaper man in
Shreded Cocoanut, poUnd
To My Fellow Citizens of Kentucky:
new *deuce, and the more it is stud_20c
Present senate is the bulwark of
be always considerate In writing of
I
take
this
method
of
announcing
myself
as
a
candidate
for
the
ofied, and the better It is known, the
others. Mao hap. that very dramatist. predatory wealth. We 'Mould elect fice of attorney-g
eneral of Kentucky, subject to the action of the Demoeasier it is to see why It is so.
"rho created the le,rnd creature at semitone by popular vote.
crat* party. I do this fully appreciatihg the importance of the office and
Confident of the enactment of an
______I__•
Osteopathy merely aids nature to
which the Press tent, was so indignant.
the honor to which I aspire, but feel that Kentucky will cheerfully honor
cure.
was just getting reeve WIth the whole Income tax law
one of her humblest sons when- he has striven to be hottest, capable
and
labor and Cispitat.
fraternity.
It is a system of healtng built uppatriotic. My record as a citizen and a Democrat is known throughout the
•
Arbitration only solution of the state.
on demonstrable facts.
The
Democratic party has never called upon me for services, and
Ws
It has to-couie.,tne fashion. particu- labor question. Relieves permanent called
in vain, however perilous the hour or uncertain the consequences.
It discovers the cause of diesase,
larly among earners paragraphers, impartial board should be establishIf I shall he chosen as the candidate of my party. I shell be the canand treats it by scientific manipulawhen they have temporarily extrausted ed to consider and settle all dhertittes didate. of the whole party,
and not the representative of any faction,
tions in order to correct disorders
their supply or tapirs to make some between labor and Capitalclique or machine. Should I he so fortunate as to be enacted, I shall
and bring about a natural condition.
facetious reference forKenturity faddDenounces government by injune• count myself
the servant of the whole people, of my beloved state.
Nearly all diseases yield to the
ists. and unfortunate,ly for the repu- tion in reference to striskese
and shall do my utmost to d!st harm. the duties of the office conscientioustation to the moire state. lireathitt , Favors the eight-hour day to he ly. toed In
treatment, and the diseases local to
such way, as tn every particular, to protect the Interest and
oteutity have ftunish•A no poor material generally applied.
Paducah do so most readily.
promote the welfare of" the whole state, without fear or favor,seael with
fOr this kind of editorial matter, In
Money Queettlem.
In rheumatism, liver and bowel,
as little expense to. the state as - possible.
view of this condition. It le a matter
Commoner believes this question
Thi• Stor• Will Clos• at Ness al•od•s-L•ber DOI/
Or stomach troubles, chronic headModesty forbids me to speak of my qualifications, further than to
of crick that Paducah, situated In the has been settled by the unlocked for say that
aches tired-out, run-down condiI have been constantly engaged in the practfee or law since
other extreme of the state, is able to Increase in the production of gold 1875,
And have been a close strident therof, except when engaged at the
tions. nervousness, its success hat
_
furnish foreign exchangee with some- and that both the advocates or a state or national
capital, In discharging the dettlesa of offices with which
been very marked.
thing more to the credit of the corn- gold standard and of blmetalliem my fellow
Pfc1.1( UNDER Tft.t1S
train, The leg was amputated. M.A.
citizens have honored me, and it Is for the people to say, whethI should like to have you call to
eaonwesith than etseassineetiens. The have scored their points
was yenning to throw a switch, whet:
er I ant capable of discharging
acceptably, the ditties of this high discuss your partic Oar ease at any
folowlog quotation from the Batton
Tronta and Campaign Funds.
And Heed His legs Mangled. \reseed- I, he stumbled, falling under the whesei•
office. If they think I atn as well qualified and deserving as any other
time, and not only will I tell :yon
Herald shows that the sispiratIons of
, of the train.
Elimination of mod contributions who may seek the place, then I shall
tatting Amputathm.
be glad to have them vote for me
"Pride of the Purchase" are to political campaigns. Campaign and shall
frankly what osteopathy will do for
cheerfully now to their decision whatever It may oe.
Ic
Wa In,New Vlnglandi
hooka should be open to the public.
you. but refer you to
I shaH endeavor to visit as mane rountles of the state as
Den Mills, co:oted, an 1:1'nolg e(nPracticable Paducah people whom Itwell-know.,
Miss Ethel Clymer, of
The enterprising ellisene. of
Truitt lasne,will be the parambant but the time Is so short that It will doubtless bet
has done try: switchnlan, was brought
Spring
ffi,ibte ro reach mato the t ville, Tenn., will arrive this
one in the coming eattipalign. Con- ny of them. and I shall therefore be compelled
ilivon/th their Commetaftermuch
for.
to
a
nod
%Pools
this
Ceatril'
morning
friends,
hospital
Mr
'
noon
to visit Mrs. Sant .Boyd. and
Kb, will Make an effort to
gratulates Pre.ldent Roosevelt In Ms generously to. asstat Ise IrstrusakIne the canvass,
DR
B. FROMM, Phone 1407, from Princeton, Ky., with his left leg
Res
Ily.
tee PonalatiOn 20,049luc
I Mr- John Perry, Of 716
fight against several Monster muOffice 618 Broadway, Upstairit.
,
.JOHN K.
NDRICK.
mangled from being run over by a street
July 2... 3957
July 3.. '3451
July I— .1952
July 5....3961
July 6....4019
July 7....3935
July 9—.3936
July 10....392.i
July 11....3969
July 23 _39119
July 1S.. _3964
1*17 14—.3968
July 16....3957

IN TIIE—TRFIS
COI

SPECIAL SALE
High Grade White Semi-Porcelain
Dinner and Toilet Ware
_.....
FOR SATURDAY ONLY

DEATHS OF A DAY

4

Biederman's
ENGLE
RT
Luncheon Specials
For Labor Day BRYANT'S

NOAH'S ARK

SPECIALS....

104

I

Hon. John K. Hendrick Makes
a Formal Announcement of
His Candidacy For The
Office of Attorney General

The Great Southern Tea and
Coffee Company
Both Phones 805

113 S. Second St.
Saturday Specials for
Labor Day

ylnegai==.::.---

Worth Your While to See

Wa.11erstein's
Labor Day Window.

•
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New Black and Plaid
Skirts for Fall

317
'Broadway

&CO

317
°Broadway

•

to

C

414

11,,A

IS, lit,' )1,1[1 I, Oi

Ihi

orLI)

appointed bs the
perildelle
introduces a new danger. If an appointive board has the power to fix
rates, and can, by the exercise of
that power, increase or decrease by
hundreds of millions of dollars the
annual revenues of the ralltoeds,
will not the railroads feel that they,
have a large pecuniary interest in the
election of a president friendly to the
railroads?
"I have already reached the conclusion that railroads -partake so much
of the nature of a mostepoly that
must ultimately become public propetty and be managed by public officiate in the interest of lithe whole
community in accordance v.ith the
well defined theory that public ownership is necessary where eompetition
is impossible. I do not know that the
country is ready for the change. I do
not know that a majority of my own
party favor it but I believe that an
increasing number of the members
of all parties see in public ownership
the sure remedy for diecriminations
between persons and politics and for
the extortionate rates for the carrying
of freight and passengers. Believing,
however, that the operation of all the
railroads by the federal government
would -result in a centrallsatien which
would all but obliterate state lines,
I prefer to see only the trunk lines
operated by the federal government
and the locel lines by the several
state governntents."

There's Nothing
Beyond Us in
Garment Making

•

•
•

I

4
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TODAY'S MARKETS

DICKE& BLACK

444,

•

Alf&

Trusted
Seventy
Thousand
Times...

O
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.I
I
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R. W.WALKER CO.
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1111,
3i01

Parties sending In accounts of so((oetinued From Page One.)
cial entertainments will please algal
Ult.'s', its The Sun will not publish
communications sent in that are not tickets to enforce the anti-trust law
and my gratification is not lessened by
the fact that; he has followed the
Democratic rather than•the RepubliA Paducah thel.
Next Sunday morning at the can platform in every advance -he has
Methodist church in Mayfield, the made. It has been a greet embarrassmarriage of Miss Bessie Ttteobold, a ment to him that the alatform on
was eiected wiz tilled with
popular young lady of the south side which he
of this city, to Mr. Louis Johnson, .preise of the Republican party's recof Mayfield, will be consumed. Mr. ord rather than with promise of reJohnson is connected with the May- form, even the enthusiastic support
given hint by.the Democrats has enfield Woolen Mills of that place, and
abled
the champfons of the treats to
Is a popular young man. After the
taunt him with following Democratic
ceremony, the couple will leave on a
leadership. He ha, probably gone as
bridal trip and on their return will
far as he could wi.hout incurring the
make their home in Mayfleid.
hostility of the leeders of his own
party. The trouble is that the Republawn Party.
lican party is in a position to apply
„Last evening a party was given in effective and
thorough going reforms
hdpor of Mies May Hawkins at the because it
has built up through special
residence of Mrs. A. L. Beaton, of
legislation the very atbiee, which
it,e of one man's illness In
Ohio street, by a number of
need to be erradented.
Dawson Springs, 61 miles above Pafriends. A delightful evening w
Before any intelligent action is
ducah, the e'ntire clerical force of
LOCIL LINES.
spent in games and other amusements taken against the trusts
we must have
the Illinois Central master mechanCooling
resuggested by the hostess.
a definition of a trust. Beeuse no
ic's office is affected. Every morning
freshments were served.
corporation has an absolute site colsthe depot porter at Dawson fills a
----For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
piece monopoly of any important prolarge glass receptacle with Dawson
Alba Smedley Entertains.
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have Mov- Springs water and sends It to the Ildeice the apologists for the trusts
evMiss
Bessie
this
Smedley
will
ed their flower store to 529 Broad- linois
MYRTLE(REAR DIES.
Central master mechanic's of- ening entertain In honor of Miss some times insist that there are reale
-way.
fice. The porter's illness prevents his Inez Bell, daughter of Alderman E. no trusts. Others insist that it Is impossible to legislate against such Dose of NV-Int/doe Proves Fatal to
--It's worth your while to see sending the usual morning supply of
E. Bell who bas just returned from
trusts as may exist without doing inWalleratele's Hat Window.
water and the clerks miss it.
Yssing Woman.
boogoatee. Ind.
jury to legitimate business. For the
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
-The Rev. L. N. Varble will preach
purpose of this delusion it Is suffiBroadway. Phone 1941.
at Macbenteriburg Christian church
Myrtle Greer, the sixteen-year-old
Swhnnthes Party,
cient to drew the line at the point girl, who took morphine at her home
worth your while to see Sunday morning at 10:341 o'clock. A
A party of young people will go out where. competition ceases to be
ef- In Calvert City Wednesday morning,
full atinglatire of all members is le- to the We:lase park this evening and
Wallerstein's labor Day Window.
fective and to designate as a trust any died last -night without recovering
-One load of our coal will make quested.
enjoy a dip In the lake.
corporation which controls so much consciousness. She swallowed
25
you an advertiser for us. Bradley
-Our transfer service ie second to
of the proinet of any article that it cents worth of the drug and k-ft a
Bros. Phone 339.
none. Carriages as good and in many.
Registered at The Palmer today can fix the terms and eonditione of note saying she was tired of living Is'--It's worth your while to see cases better-prices lower, for like are: II. G. Davis, Chicago; A. 3. sale.
cause she had no friends or money.
Wieners:eines Hat Window.
service, than in any city M America. Burdette, St. Louis; J. D. Rayfers.
"Legislation
which
prevents a
-The Sun office is prepared to lf you have traveled any you know New York; N. S. Candy, St. Louis; monopoly not only does not injure She was living with her sister, Mrs.
Henry Meorehead.
furnish the very latest things in en- thepe are facts. Give us your order E. D. Miller. Hazel, Ky.; W. W. Gill, legitimate business but actually prograved or printed calling cards ant for carriage and baggage wagon. Pal- Louisville; A. E. Murphy. St. Louis: tects legitimate business from In.:-r).
-We handle the best players on
Invitations of any sort, and Is mak- mer Transfer Co.
G. B. Caele, St. Louis; W. H. Brooke, We are indebted to the younger
the
market, we also Dandle a cheap
Cleveland, 0.: A. M. Alien, Chicago, Rockefeller for an Illustration which
ing special prices now.
-we worth your while to see
R. L. Boyd, Cincinnati; IL. J. Galla- makes this distinctAon clear, in de- player. See us for prices. D. H
MARRHAT, hROWN
gher, Cincinnati; A. Toiton, New fending tee truce system he Is quoted raldwIn & company, 620 Broadway.
Wallersteiu's labor Day Window.
York; N. L. Chrimmer, Haiti, Ky.; as saying that, as' the American beau-We guarantee to please you•
Is Moths In Harness and Hunting Joe Rothschild, Louisville.
ty cannot be brought to perfection
Many a man's devotioe to a grass
with Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal.
lawbreaker*.
Walter LanfersIck, without pinching off ninety-nine buds, widow has ,waned with the hay fever
Belvedere:
Phone 339 Bradley Bros. '
Cincinnati; C. L. Humphrey. Flor- so that the one hundredth bud can re season.
-It's worth your while to see
Wade Brown, deputy United States ence, Ala.: A. W. Johnson, Calvert reeve the full strength of the bush, ••••••••••,
Wallerateln's Hat Window.
marshal, went to Benton
to take City, Ky.; William Eckholm. Rock so great industrial organizations are
TO() 1,ATE TO CLAKSIPI.
-City subscribers to the Daily charge of Bob Waterfield
colored. ford,
J. L. Hill: Louisville; C. Impossible without the elimination of
Sun who wish the delivery of their charged with illicit whiskey selling.
F. Dodge, Nashville: N. S. Altana,' the smaller ones.WANTED--Position be an eitherpapers stopped must notify our col- Waterflekl is In jail in Benton and Nashville,, A. W. Butler, New York.
"The policy of the trust magnates fenced orate man. experienced In booklectors or make their requests direct will be taken to Hopkinsville
will
be
to
inset
upon
reasonable keeping and genera: office work Flee
by
Miss Eva Deen, of the south side,
Legislation and then they will rely references. Address A. B. C., rare
to The Sun office. No attention will Marshal Brown because Commission- is ill at her home of fever.
be paid to such orders when given to er W. A. Gardner, of this city, is
Mr. Bud Quarles Is out after a upon their power to corrupt legisla- Sun.
out of town. Marshal Brown this several days' illness of malarial fe- tures and to intimidate executives to
our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
ESTR A Y-Sorrel
horse --iiiixteen
prevent the application of any reme--It's worth your While to see week made a fruitless visit to Stew- ver,
hands high. Information leading to
county,
dies
which
art
Teatteasee.
He
was
after
would
interfere
-with
the
Wallet-gain's labile Day Willdbw.
his recovery will be paid for by_C. C.
Mr. W. A. Carter, coach Inspector
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist. 200 Fra- bootleggers but in some way they for the Illinois Central, has return- trusts. Our motto watt be, 'a private Steel. 202'0 Cairo road.
escaped
monopoly
is
intolerhim. Marshal Brown beindensible and
ternity bundle'.
he had able' and
A-SiTlefaarders at 432 Jacklieves that several men assisted theta ed from Louisville, where
our plan of attack muse --W-It's worth your while to gee to get away and he will ordliecut been on business.
erintomoistei the total and complete son street.
Attorney John G. Miller and son. overthrow of the monopoly
V'allerstein's list Window.
FOR SALE--Furniture and housethose guilty. He tried to get several
industry.
-Our customers are our best ad- of them this week but they eluded John Miller Jr.. went to Eddyville
"We need not quarrel ever reme- hold goods. In use five months. Apbusiness.
morning
on
this
vertisers. Ask your neighbor. Brad- him.
dies. We mete show ourselves willing'-ply 1244 South Seventh street BarMrs. Henry Theoboid Is visiting in to support any remedy which prom- nard W. Bass, old phone 2003,
ley Bros. Phone 339.
Tell City, Ind.
ises substantial advantages to the
Notice.
-It's worth your while to see
Mr. Dan McFadden. of the post people in their welfare against mom
All onion barber shops will be office, is in Nashville on a visit.
Wallerstein's Labor Day Window.
°poly. Something is to be expected
-Old Reliable
Carterville, Ill., closed all day Monday, on acconnt of
Mrs. John Perry, 726 Tennessee
D. S. ZELLER. Pres street, has been Ill for several days. from the enforcement of the criminal
washed nut, and egg coal Is the Labor Day.
clause of the Sherman are:I-trust law.
cheapest. Headley Bros. Phone 339.
Mr. George Holliday has returned but this law must be qgforced not
Misses Almede Cosby and Hattie front Chicago and other cities,where against a few trusts
Powell, colored, 71
---Cordelis
as at present.
year, old, died today at her home. Nance and Mr 'Roy Cosby, of Metrop- he spent his vacetion.
but against all trusts and the aim
Thompson meet be to imprison the guilty, not
Mr. and Mrs Henry
Eleventh and Finley streets. Death olis, are the guests of Mrs. L. B. Raand child have returned from a visit merely to recover a fine. What, is a
was dne to old ate, and the funeral gan, of Trimble street.
in Atlanta.
took place this afternoon with burial
fine of a thousand dollars, or even ten
Mrs. Joe Miller. of South Sixth thousand dollars to a trust which
k Grove cemetery.
street, returned last night from make a hundred thousand dollars
Pure wines for table and family
Louisville, where she accompanied while the trial Is in progress? If the
use: claret, port, eherry, eatawba and
Our new woolens are a
Miss Bernice Miller to Nazareth col- criminal clause is not good to be enCall
blackberry, $1.00 per gal-en.
choice
selection front the best
lege.
forced it ought to, be repealed. If im405, old phone. or 44:17i new phone.
Miss Rebecca White, of Wickliffe, prisonment is too severe a punishforeign
and domestic looms,
--If Dicke & Black makes your WheatOwe
Clone Is visiting friends in the city.
ment for the eminently remes,able
We show many handsome
fall suit you won't be mistaken for
Dec.
73%
73%
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Scott and gentleman who robs eighty mileces of
"The'Keig.of Tramps" who will be
and exclusive patterns...
Mar.
77%
78
daughter, Marjorie. and son Frank, people of hundreds of millions of do;
here In a cloy or two.
Cora-have returned from a visit In Faidy- lars annually the language of the
You'll find our prices mot-Do not be deceived.. Bradley
_Dec.
43% ville.
43%
statute ought to he changed, for noih...
crate
and pleasing.
Bros. ire sole agenti
.
for Carterville,
returnhas
Mar.
44%
44%
Mrs. E. B. Richardson
ing Is more calculated to breed anarIII., washed coal. Phone 339.
Oatsed from a visit in Chicago.
chy than the fal'ure to enforce the
-Dr. V. bathe, physician. Phones
304
Mesdames R. S. Fortson and Rove law against rich criminals while it is
Dec.
30%
151-272. Office Fraternity building.
Sherrill, of Heath., Ky., are the rigidly enforced against the petty
Porkguests of friends in the city.
'
,Recent investigations have brought
-Pure wines for table and family
Jan.
11.50 13.50
Mrs. M. H. Wyley and Mr. H. L. to light that nearly all rrookeiness
use: claret, port, cherry, catawba and Cotton-Martin, of Salem, Ky., are visiting revealed in the msitagement of out
816 Broadway
8.83
blackberry, $1.00 per gallon.
8.89
Cal:
Oct.
the city.
in
'arge corporations has been due to the
Oppeete Fraternity Building.
9.01
Dec.
4.117
.
08
or
9
phone,
405, old
new phone.
Mae Faith Langstaff is 'resitting duplication of directorate's,
Jan.
9.09
9.15
-School- books and school book
relatives in Mount Holly, N. J.
"A far reaching remedy was pro9.23
Mar.
L27
lists are now ready at R. D. ClemMr. Thomas Finney, of Caseyville, posed by the Democratic platform of
ent, Co. We can give you the list of Stocks1900, namely, the requ'rIng of cor1 . 48% 1.48% is in the city on a business trip.
&. N
all gradesand ftll them now.
Mr. and Mrs. T. I. Young and porations to take out a federal license
1.91%
U.
P.
1.89%
-Pure wines for table and family
Rdg.
1.36% 1.36% child, of Sikeston, Mo., are visiting before engaging in Interstate comuse: claret, port, (sherry, eatawlea and
merce. This remedy is sine/ie, easily
Lee% 1.76 14 In the city.
St. P.
blackberry, $1.0.0 per- gaeon.
Call
Miss Hannah Bonds has-returned applied and comprehetraffi. The re97
97%
P.
Mo.
405. old phone, or 407 new phone.
nett- (miring of a license wo. Id not embarPenn.
1.41% 1.41% from Denver and other wester
rass legitimate corporations-it would
1.09% 1.09% les after a several weeks' trip.
Cop.
returned front scarcely Inconvenience them-while it
has
Frank
Boyd
Dr.
1:58
1.55%
Smel.
would confine the predatory co. poraa business trip to Louisville,
55
55%
C
1.
Mr. A. L. Lassiter has moved from eons to the etate of their origin.
U. S. P.
1.071
/
4 1.06%
his new
The Tariff Question.
46%
46% 319 North Sixth street to
S.
"The tariff question is very clasely
home, Sixteenth and Mattson ,trees.
The Rev. T. J. Newell returned this allied to the trust question and the
Local Markets.
morning from La Center, where the reduction of the tariff furneette r.
Dressed Chickens--20c to 35c.
Rev. Thomas Owen Is holding a most easy means of limiting the extortion
Eggs-20 to 35c doz.
which the trusts can practice.
uccessliel meeting.
Butter-20c lb.
"While absolute free trade would
not necessarily make a trust imposIrish Potatoes-Per hu. 70c.
PADUCAH TOBACCO MARKET.
very
Sweet Potatoes--Per ho. $1.00.
Following Is the report In hogs- sible, still It is p-obetee that
VER seventy thousand
establishments
heads of Ed R. Miller, tobacco' In few manufacturing
Country Hams- 15c. lb.
would dare to enter into the rust If
prescriptions have been
spectog:
Green Sausage-7c lb.
91 the president' we* empowered to it
Receipts week
Sausage-12½c. 1b.
entrusted to the care of our
5235 on the free list articles competing
Year
Country Lard-Ile lb.
prescription department. We
with those controlled by the trust,
Offerinee week
-6c
bunch
Lettuce
Railroad entesilion.
are very much gratified by
2693
Year
Tomatoes--10c gallon.
8
Rejections
"The railroad question is also interthis enormous patronage of
Peaches-20c basket.
247 woven with the trust qu?..stIon. Nearly
Pr. sampling
the most important branch of
Beans-10c, gallon.
171 all the private monopolies have rePr. sales
our business and we with to
Roasting Ear.--10c dozen,
250 eved rebates or secured othe. ads
Sales week
4482 vantages over competitorp. Absolute
Cantaloupes-30c doz.
Year
assure the people of Paducah
equality of treatment at the hand'
Butterbeans-lec. quart.
that we are redoubling our
of the railroads would go far toward
Small Crowd Hears Hays.
Celery---40d dozen.
efforts to give them the best
EddyvIlle. August 31.- Attorney crippling the trusts and I rejoice that
possible service.
General N. B Hays, .candidate for the president has had the courage
PADVCAH GRAIN MARKET.
governor, spoke here yesterday at to press the question upon congress.
. Wheat, 65c be.
ternoon
to a crowd of 84 people, ma Wthie the law, as it was finally disCorn, 65.c be.
nyof
whom
were ladle,. He made torted by the sinate, Is not all that
Hay-From jobbers te retell dealhis usual speech and In addition took eould be wished, it deserves a fair
ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim ,
up the management of the prinoir trial,
lac rtrotte4
$17; No. 1 Tim.. $16; No. 2 Tim., here, charging extravagance in its
"Rat* regulation was abeo*utely
DRUGGIST/it
116: clover, none offered. From administration, and that more °MtY sad it f,:ruislutt some rale
fter111109
Nahum 111
fit% sod Irstatay.
country wagons at public quality mo- etals than necessary were employed front the unbearable conditfons which
delle to very poor,.18 to $17 per ton Ile spoke at Lamasco 12, miles In prevlottsiy existed; but we,01114. _Rat
Right Bell at Side Door.
forget that the vesting of this tenorthe Country, last night.
for various mixtures

Have come in and they are pretty, too. Are
you going away? If you are we have some
pretty early fall clothes for you. See them.

-

BIG CROWD HEIRS
BRYAN'S SPEECH

III 4 Ut

Watch
for
the
Announcement
of
Our
Opening

FRIDAY,
SATURDAY
and MONDAY
Hart will sell $1.00 Hampers for

67 cents
Now is your time to get a cheap
place for soiled clothes.

ONLY 3 DAYS

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO.
Iii3t3i36163083e1g9i3163000631iNWICIIIMS%
Fifth and Sixth. Apply R.. W. Walker
Co.,. Fifth and Broadway.
LO--Cretscont broach with diamond in center, surrounded by pearls.
Finder will be rewarded by returning
to 617 South Ninth erect.
leOUND-Pointer
bitch
puppy.
NOW IS THE,, accepted time for
you to :ook about your fire and torna- Owner can get same by identifying
do insurance, as fall and winter are and paying charges. Address Y., care
coming iRemember the old and re- Son.,
FOR SALE-20 shares of stock in
1.alee
Friedman Insurance Agency.
Office No, 128 South Third street. Of- the Smith A Scott Tobacco Ota. for
Resident*. $85 a share. Stock paying 7 per cent
fice telephone No. 940.
Phone No. 1581. We represent some a year. Otto Burnett, Mayfield, Ky.
of the oldest and best Insurance comWANTED-- Male canvasser, marpanies, which are paying their losses ried man; nothing to sell: salary:
promptly. We protect your interests, references. Apply to Mr. Meyers,
and you better be safe than sorry. room 34, Craig hotel, 5:30 p. m.
Give us a call. --11-ati-E
-AIOT) LOT fOi-- siie--= 17ot
HEATING aaditove wood, truth 40'168, four room house, 420 South
Levin, both °hones 481.
12th. Price $500. For particulars see
FOR RENT-One aide of store Mrs. Llule Ray, 420 South 12th.
WANTED-Board In private fancresidence' ily, man and wife. Can furnish room
and pay in advance if necessary. W..
sewerage connections. 220 Tennessee.
care Sun.
SALE-Thirteen-room
house.
FOR
WANTED--Young man, with some
modern conveniences. Old phone 464. office experience, In a wholesale house.
CLEANING and pressing neatly Apply la own handwriting, with referdone. James Duffey, old phone 718-r. ences front former employers, care P.
WANTED--Position by experitincen 0. Bog 27.
WANTED-- An all-round experbookkeeper. Address "W." care Sun.
ienced grocery e'erk. Call in person
FOR
RENT- Two furnished
between 9:30 and 11 a. m. or 7 to 9
rooms, 5th and Jackson. Phone 221
p. m. C. F Schrader, Thirteenth and
FOR SALE-$30 will buy a good 'Monroe streets.
surrey. Old phone 652.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE RT-500 loads. 28
FREle-5iThree hundred acres of fine improvAdams. 'Phone 1965.
ed land in Kentucky, to exchange for
FINE LITTLE store or shop; $16. real estate in Paducah. For partiesFourth and Kentucky avenue.
lars address Box 95. Metropolis, 111
WANTED-Good cook 123 North
A MODERN HOME for sale. 1318
Third, Hotel Lavoie.
rooms, bath, Yurnace
hardwood
LOST-Bunch of 7 keys on ringele- floors, up-to-date In
every particuDere to this, office sed receive reward.
lar. Apply on premises at 416 North
WANTED- Piano pupils. Apply
Fifth street.
408 Washington or old phone 2500.
J. E. MORGAN, blacksmith, 409
Mrs. Charles Wheelie
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
FOR HAMBVROERS and Hot Tawork guaranteed
Exclusive agent
males go to "Shorty's" Ill Se South
for fore stone side wire tires, the
Third.
best rubber tires made.
WANTED-Mill timoer and farm
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Matton
hands. Good wages. Frank Lumber
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Co., old phosie1458-1.
Office 126 South Fourth, Phoneit 0.
FOR HAMBURGERS and iHot
-fir- Residence phone 1237. Prom
atmales go to "Shorty's." 127 ,North tention to all estimates,
Fourth.
NIGHT SGI-1004.-- Bookkeeping,
FOR RENT- Five rooms over Shorthand, Typewriting - etc.. only
Kamleiter's grocery. Apply to Heury $4 a month. Draughon's Practical
Kamleiter.
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
SUITS CLEANED and pressed 76 Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
cents. Solemon the tailor 113 South catalogue. It will convince you that
rhiud street. Phone 1016sa,
Draughon's is the best.
418 Broadway. Phones 1613.

--roff-RENT-Fou

and

FARLEY & FISHER, Veterinary
FOR SALE-Beautiful city lots on
small morahly payments. H. C. Hol- Surgeons and Dentists. Personal atlins, Trueheart Bldg., old phone 127. tention to all diseases of horses and
WANTED- To sell your property. dogs. A light, cool, airy sanitary and
equipped
hospita:
H. C. Hollins
No, 9, Trueheart scientifically
where every case is assured careful
Bldg. Telephone 127.
attention. Bring Your sick horses or
WANTED-ioung men to board.
Call' us any time for consultation.
Bath and other conveniences, 912
Office and hospital 429 South Third
Jefferson,
Old Phone 1345, new 351; residence.
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, 'Old
old, 1816.
442, New 698. Delivered promptly.
L, L. BROWN STATES that he haE. E. Bell & Sons.
taken up as *sleety one cow described
FOR SALE-25 head of hornets
as follows: Muley cow, light red
broken and
unbroken. Glauber's
white belly and tall, some white on
stable.
hips and flanks, crop in left ear and
FURNISHED ROOMS- For rent swallow fork in right ear, with young
with board In private family.. Ad- calf two weeks old, and appraised by
dress "X."
D. M. Jones at $22,00, and taken it,)
-FOR RENT-I front room; all be MP at my residence on the Hink!emodern conveniences. Inquire 713 Tine road six miles from Paducah.'
Ky., on the 2Sth tilly of July. The
Ky. Ave.
owner being unknown to me. L. L.
FOR RENT- Three unfurnished
Brown, flubscriteel and sworn to me
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at
by L. 'L. Brown, this Aug. 11, 1906
le07 Monroe street.
C. W. Emery, J. P.
F- OR RENT-Furairthen room With
private bath, on eirosawity
between
ilimporS, For 1,14 Sho.
•
or •

•

FISMAY, AVGCST al.

run riprzymv visvterrnm

LOCKS FOR CANAL/ IROBBERY CHARGE IPOLICE DECLINEBOND GOING TO BUILD?
I TO BE WIDENED AGAINST SAILOR TO RELEASE
Will Be
, Would Test Ca- Held to Calind .Jury in the Po- Scranton Company
Modern Ship'
Held. If Possible.
lice Court.
, parity originally Planned

z

lees for
erane Accused of Taking Mon- (Werra to Refund l'art of
floe Httrideed and Toeuty-ilve Car- Frank
itslease, Hut Other t'souping
StraubRayne,
George
ey
From
loads .4 I eittetst a Day for
Asks Mitre,
boat Steward.
Niertivd.
TA.

IIDITIMATEn NOT ALL %JADE

UP STREET WALKEIto

Washington August 31.-- Locks
the PU11411111 cabal probably will
be built according to the dimensions
4s-commended by the majority of the
Consulting_losasd of engineers, watch
favored the cuii-truction of a *ea-level waterway, instead of the smaller
Li pe planned by the minority of the
Mnaisso
Isoard. Under Gila onainals
the locks woutd be 100 feet wide. at
useable lent:ins of 1.000 feet. The
plans adopted by congress provhie
for locks 95 feel wide, with useah:e
lengths of 9041 feet. With this exaald, the minority plans
Oeption. It
will he followed.
• • Aa ships are now being built.which
would aelq the capacity of the 900foot lucks if tapered for conveyaocel
through the canal. Chief Enginees
Steven% is of the Avian .1 that it
would be wise to increase .ie dimen-

AKE FIND ATTIPRNEI

Frank Crane. a sailor boy, who is
home on a furlough. was held over
to the actiou of the grand jury for
*vaulting George Bayne, steward on
te sit-Ruler Charles Turner, last
week. A warrant (-barging robbery
was flied away.
The issideure consumed wooly an
•
hour in police court today. Crane
Slat in the court-room attired or his
naval uniform and appeared unconeerned about the case even after the
court held him over. Witnesses stated that Crane was the last person
keen with the aged steward and he
and Informed a companion but a
short time before the assault that
Bayne bad money in his right hand
Baynit's money was taken
pocket.
but Crane had nothing whoa arrested. It was purely eirrionstantial evi-

dence.
Two negro street walkers.Florenee
sions.
alit Bettie Gainor were lined
(1reer
icquire
will
locks
larger
The
coos, and given 30 days in
arid
825
concrete
of
amount
Much greaier
jail for disorderly concounty
the
not
has
work, and the 00111111Shoilon
duct
Pemutt
yet determined joist how
nton( will have • to be purchaser.
Chief Eng.neer Stevens. tt, comeu.
tog the -amount of cement, said that
to assemble the amount of oenteut
needed would Omaha 125 carloads a
would
slaY for two years. This
amount to 91.250 carloads.
GREETED BY FINE All'IMENCE Ar
WALLACE PARK CASINO
1111.1'H0RE RIVAL !OK AOMORI(

FINE PROGRAM

MAi

BIKING

Tht _Paducah police will not release the Title Guaranty & Surety
rolalOsin)' of Scranton, Pa., as surety
until the year is out, and it may
mean the institution of a suit in
relearse of the
court to effect the
company.
The bonding company asked sewIra' weeks ago to be released but no
action was at the time taken. Tne
police conimissioners yeater(lay dor
cuaried the matter and reached a tiecIsiou. The company wants to with
draw because of the coats in suit,
brought against Paducah psi:kerne.. le-The policemen paid for one year's
bond and do not want to release the
company until the limit is reached.
Formerly when individuals went
on policemen's bond all that was necessary for a withdrawal was to go
before the general council, but .n the
ease of the bonding company where
a fee is paid it is different and unless the police desire, the company
will not be released by the boards
Another has offered to assume tio
obligation but at an incromoM rate.
Attorney Thomas Harrison stated
•Itis morning that be intended taking
legal action against the police in order
to release his company from policemen's bonds, but will do nothing today. The proposition made the Polimited was to surrender a portion of
the fee paid to his "-Pant for the unexpired five months, but this was re.
fused. The police rommitutioners liketo relesike the company.
a-14

Notice to'll'roperty list-nen on Wes*
and organs di—We ship pial
Jefferwow Street.
rect from factory of our own makes
and saves you conunission. D. 14.
The board of public works and the fialdwItolk pawpaws.
Broafiway.
city englneer, will meet on Monday
afternoon, September n, at 3 o'clock,
A obortsa glel'a kiss isn't always RP
to inspect and receive the sidewalks,
cheap SA IL sounds.
curb and guttering on West Jefferson street from 19th to 25th streets
oavorwalb4404.0.044,
Properly owners on that street are
notified, if they have any protest to
offer, to ba present at that (One anu

./
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If You

wily Then' AND WORMY told
When your child has a
not fear pneumonia or other
need
You
Keep supplied
pulmonary diseases.
it
with Ballard's Horehound Slyi
Colds. i'n ,,e1,s
for
positive cure
Whooping (sough and Bronchitis Mre
Hall, of Sioux rails, 8. Ii., writ-''
have used your wonderful It
Horehound Syrup on toy 1111.1r, n for
ite• years. Its result ,have licen wonderful"
ould by all druteorihta.
Denver MinJiltraorod.
Edward Keating, president of the
Denver Press earth. was elected presiof the International League of
Press dohs.

nols-r oacwas.1

When your Joints ache and you suffer
from Rheumatism. Buy a bottle of
Hallard'a Snow Liniment and e,-1 it
itint relief. A positive cure for !then .,
matism. Burns. Cuts. contracted Muslas. or. chi's,. *tr. Mr 1 T. Remy, al
Point.
mer, ltdt at
(1,I• tttt,!
••• , ,i,et
,•,.
1m1n.1 1.1n1
,;,, ,
ti,,
Want ha Over ‘‘••,1"
Vag
gold by all drugglets.

Are interested in souvenir post cards take

a

Kodak
vacation

On your
procure

SEE THE MAN "'Utile Office

TO HOT SPRIN6S, ARK I

Very low
summer.

mucii trip fAl]

all

Illustrated Booklets cad Full Inforinatiot Regarding Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

406 Broadway

Before Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See

411111111.1.1.88.8.881111100

WILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.
North Fifth St., Next Kentucky Theatre

Chances to Spend
_
Chances to Save

They can save you money, and
your old wheel in ex-

take

We want an unlimited number of second hand bicycles,

change.

The Oest'ars always wish you. The second are with you only
waileyob are e•rniug good wages The elthisees to spend
wit: Is. tut account to you later in life if you do nut uss your
now Start an account at utics _ with $roo
chanceritosave.
molort 4 per cent interest
s
'--

keinember this ir the cheapest house in town on bicycles
and everything for bicycles.
Parts furnished for any make of
Expert machinists in
wheel.

Mechanics and
..----[---/'• Farmers Sayings Bank
,
,

our

repair

Alf

shop.

work
4

guaranteed(

221 Breaditay

_

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right

_

Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom st.r0ed only in spots and with St trch
daubed all around the neckband and sides o' the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine. Let us -_-L:113:1strate its value to you.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
•
Ili
,

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Real Estate Agency.

40111111.01.1.111101mmempet

- PRICI LIST
FIRUE, RE.,AL,'BSTATE,
Fraternity Building. Both P•• • s35

4-

TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.

. 11:3
See Bradley Bros.

AmericanaGerman :National Bank

About Your Winter ,upply of _

227 Broadway
-C

0A

.,

V

- Sole agents -for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.,
washed nut and-egg coal.
Telephone 339

Fans! Pans!
CEILING AND BUZZ FANS
—See Us For

..1111111i

4...
CITY TRANSFER
, CO.
t_

-=---

ClIatiber'.s Stable.
We aro ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPAME 499

•
—
II/Or'

of films and

L.

McPherson's Drug Store

p•

THE UP-TO.DATE STAR LAUNDRY

from

$1.00 to $20

4

P. S. WEEVER,
GEO. H. LEE,
TfaVi Pass. Art.,
Geo. Pass. Agt.,
NeshvillepTenn.
Little Rock, Ark.

Island
System

41111111111111111111111111NININI
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We
entirely original.
in stock
carry Kodak

here sod Itssthray

be ou sale Szp.ainher 15 to Ostoba 31.

"Colosist" tickets'

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Ineorporated

121.123 N.flourth 1St.

Phu nom 7/47
.
samwwwwwwwwwiseameas

Now located at

views that are

Full stock

very

TO CALIFORNIA nz,t:srztv.v.

.

-

Din cc.

. . . . NN4.44,

low rouni trip rates all su.ituser.
redo:Ai:sus September 23 to 11 ta:dusivc.

To COLORADO

The Paducah Light & Power Co.
.......—•
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F•ress ell Benefit, t sat elm for pros.
afros-oil Near -Lake }sorest. •
Artistic
Harry tiiibert
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suet esti.
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rival
"I be in nz' algh-t-tb year, stlf."
1 tountry home that will
says Billy, proudly.
eer'Cn resPecta the famous Stallion
estate of George Vanderbilt at AteIn spite of the gray fringe of whisvile. N. C.. Is being ronste:cted thr•-e
this Is startling when one looks
Rarely has a tribute of esteem kers.
back and his compar
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more
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that
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Gilbert
for Prof. Harry
ford way. M' wife. 'Cr was crippled.
1:400 aka acre. and on the site of the allso last night.
manii!on. which Will be bulit chiefly
doctor zed 'er'd live vor a year,
A thoroughly representative audi- Wan
die a tu monlhs. 'Er
of marble. To eonitioste thh work. it ence which comfortably
Oiled the other zed
Is expected, wit- take a year more,
out to wish died 'n 'rive months zo's them
came
theater,
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'a' no argyniints. Moat conwhile the coat will be more than II.him a good journey, and never in Would's'
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more
a
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circles
musical
Paducah
ihetit forty acres in extent. will occupy'
wive was."
enjoyable concert given. Every numpart of th• property, with a boulevard ber was given with a gusto which the
"And didn't you have any chiland
Matt
between. To shut off the
up and turned into dren'!"
caught
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"Only
sound of the Ching°. Illiwaukee &
"ChIlder!" says Billy.
generous applause There were two
nine."
St Paul railroad east of the propes:ty
parties,
box
an embankment twenty-two fret blot
HMV is somewhat shamefaced over
Prof. Gilbert gave the first numand mote than half a mile long is tot
revealed the this small family. The typreal Devonwhich
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a
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ber,
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finish of his techniqiie and the spirit
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interpretati
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suited him In
roaponded. Mr. Evert Thompson was One man who applied
DON'T INC BLUE
received In a vocal solo and en- every other particular
well
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help
when
And lose all Interest
"And you have a small family!"
was
within reach. Herbina will make that core. WA§ Anne Bradshaw
perform its duties properly. J. charming In two solos. Mr. Robert asked the landlord.
B Vaughn, Etna. Ala.. writes "Ileleg
"Isa," replied the prospective tenfavorable impression
a ~slant iniffeter from constipation Fisher made a
disord,red liver. I have found with his debut into musical circles; ant. "only fourteen"
and
le.vtdoe to be lie best medicine for
"Only nine,". repeats Billy. -Wan,
a vocal solo
the market. I. leave Mr. Robert Scott gave
him
keeps a pub 'n Mary Tory.; hi,
fine
In
be
was
and
to
It
twice
believe
I
and responded
used it comit ',illy
the lic.t no il, it, of its kind. and I voice. Miss Mamie Dreyfus' was de- him thatcher an' rabbit catcher alma
r• rs from these trouble,
wish nil
Oke'ampton way • dree, him work
to know ti. god Herbine has done lightful In two numbers: kir. Richvor Muster Hodges; yore, him dead;
me
ard Scott was cordially received and
Mold by all druggists.
'n Moreton'ampresponded twice. Mr. Emmet Bagby wive. 'er keeps shop
zix, 'er's married In Exeter.
gave a difficult piece with finish anO stead;
—Our piaz•os are known; so art responded.
Mrs. D. M. Fiourpoy siven 'er's married auver other side
we. Ask your neighbor about them; maintained her record as an accom• o' Chagford; sight, 'er's dead; nine,
them over thirty Wished singer. Prof. Gilbert cloned 'er's in a 'aylurn. Nine—'tis all." -some have used
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en years to indefinite time. D. It was the accompanist of the evening.
Baldwin & company, 920 Broadway.
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BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND *

Instruct your architect to include specifications for the
use of electricity and gas for
LIGHTING. HEATING and
COOKING. No modern home
complete without the above,
lit fact all are necessities:.
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YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
:
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question
th A n not
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. metier
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting

132 Routh

328 friorttUQky Ayes.
IF--/tsurth
bath 'Phonates 201

etfl PNITUCAM FTVEN11111 firm

!MOM 8E%11111.

'•••••••••••••

The Manager
Of the B. O. A.
By VAUGHAN KESTER.
Copyright, 1901.
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Stan..

teed after you left to a girl who had
Roger 61 waited until- tt *5• come to Denver with a vonsumptive
quite dark,
then, leaving the Milo brother. They boarded at the same
of woods just back of the deeet, where place I did." Ills companion was prophe had been hiding, stole cautiously , eriy interested. "Look here, how long
down to the track. He had noticed that are you going to be in the city? I want
there were an engine and some freight
you to come and see us."
cars on one of the sidings. Ile moved j Dan avoided committing himself by
among them. keeping well in the saying his stay In Chicago was moat
Miiitietily he paused. Two uncertain. He might have to leuve
Shadow.
men einergel from the depot. They very soon.
came down the platform in the direr- I "Well, then, you must drop in at Ulf

•--peewee') ,,to me that 'my resignation
would not he agreed to on the spot, as
my- presence - In --Antioch -truly widens
the breast and increases the difficulty
of a steallement ellth the men."
"Whom did you leave in charge?"
inquired Holloway.
"Holt."
"Who's he?"
"He's Keres assistant," Dan explained.
-Why didn't you leave Kerr in
charge?" demanded the vice president.
''l laid him off." said Dan in a tone
of exasperation, and then he added, to
forestall more queetione: "Ile was in
sympathy woh the men, and he hadn't
the' sense to keep it to himself. I
emildn't be bothered with him, so I got
rid of him."
"Well, I must say you have made a
friehtful mess of the whole business.
Oakley. but I told Genernl 'orelsh
Iron the first that you hadn't the training for the position."
Dan temps' very red In the face at
this, but he let it pass.
"It's too bad," murmured Holloway,
still fingering the letters on the desk "Mince yott are in doubt, why don't
you cable General Corned' for instructions. or, if there is a reason why you
don't care to, It is not too late-for me
to eable," said Dan.
This proposal did not please Holloway at all. but he was unwilling to admit that he feared l'orttlah'e displeasure, which, where he was concerned.
usually took the form of present se
tenet.. and a subsequent sarcasm that
dealt with the faulty quality of his
judgment. The sarcasm might come
six months after it had been inspired.
but it was certain to come somier or
later and to be followed by a bad half
hour. whist) Cornish devoted to pest
mistakes. Indeed. Cornishe attitude
toe ard him had beeolne through long
association one of chronic erttleinm,
and he was certain to be unpleasantly
affected both by what be did and by
what he left undone.
"Why don't you walt until the general returns from England? That's not

,atine 'as to why ti.
has not alrecdy been undertaken. The
*sower is koteet is the eatemese that
appropriations heretofore have beee
so small as to prohibit the carr) big
out of any ay-tat:matte scheme or work
Less than four per cent of the country's lueolue has beet' applied to this
work in the ease
But, in spite of We regrettable
condition, a change is peetteted at the
coming session of congress. The national rivers ene herbors congress, an
organization. courpoitel of congressmen. business nun and organizations
In al: parts of the coustry, with Congressmen Itenedele of -Louisiana. at
the egad of its exeoitive committee,
I'. working to bring about annual waterways appropriations of at least
seeeitioettio. The one thing cosential to suocess is a manIfeetation•of
interest on the part 'of the etenite of
the whole country. The project Is to
large for se-Gone:ism or tiolities, anti
it is the, faith of the' congress to put
it on broad national lines.
With A
strong conviction ajeeadv existing At
congress ins to dhe need of these Increased appropriations. It remains
only for the people of the while i•olintry to sanction them with publie ap
prove:.

uarrally
IMPORTANCE OF
OUR WATERWANS

IN

Being Realized, Especially
En The South.
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Dr. Pierces Favorite Prescription,
not a secret or patent medicine, againi.
which the !nest totelhgetit tws.ple are
ot the Ottaver*
their hermlies ellaraeter„
hilt a 4 111P411.111P or KNOWN (41141.1atai rios,
a full list of all its ingredient,. tieing
printed, in plaSa English, on every bottle
wrapper. An etemination of this litit of
lagrediente will din:leas the fact
Is nen-aleohotlie In its composition, chemically pure glycerine taking the place of
the commonly used alcohol in Ito makeup. The •Favortto Prescription` of Dr.
Pierce is In fact the onte medivine put up
for the cure of.woman s peculiar weaknesses and aliments, sold through drug'
gist, that does not rental:1 aleobie mad
Slush t too in Wye quo Metre. Furthermore,
It is the only medicine for woman's sevesepi
disea.ses, the ingredients of which have
the unanimous endorsement of all the
loading medical writers and teachers of
all the several school's of pr:‘,.1],••• and
• •- • r
that too as remedies for t
• , ,.ai
which "Favorite Preserien •, • .
suended.
endorsethese
of
some
A little book of
moths sill be sent tit any address, l—tI..
Fit, arid alpolutely !or If you !
me by postal curd or letter, of I o
. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.
Don't forget that 1/r. Pierce'. Favorite '
,
Newel ption, for wonian'- ••1
delicate AilINPMA, is not it
Redieltie, being the "Fat,,i.i., Pe, •
Mon" of • regularly educate" and gradu▪ al physician, engaged in the practice ,
Of his chosen specialty-that of diseases
et women-that its nerve tenet are printed '
r1 1. 1•:..ii r
1,, 1'..1. ,,r ,
n e.
ottr,
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ittid•• naturally
rerIsittly as ea

Washington, Aug. el --Of vital importance to the south is the manner
in which the lien. John Craft, of Mo-•
bile, a prominent southerner long
Identified with the growth of that
part of the country, consider* the question of increased appropriations tor
the improvement of the countr)'s riv°Mee. I wish you'd make it your
ets and harbors. Mr. Draft paesed
licatignartere while you are here."
thiough Washington this week on his
"Wbat about the road you are with?"
that cotiLiiitiS no alcohol. sod II.,
one that has a profemional eridoie
Itaitsed Pelee.
way to take part in the welcome to be
"Oh, the road? We are putting it in
more than all the so-called &tee given William Jennirem Bryan on his
ith Ile
Aftt•r a long aessente a fine steel earth
'ever published for other medmenials.
teiery. smiled a trifle skeptically.
retzern to this country,, aid although engraving of Queen Veen:la's husband lefties.. Saud for these endorsements as ,
Ile recalled that even an a very young
his stay was a shoe one, . he still has reappeared In the window of a above. They are rem for the asking.
If you suffer from perfidies', headache,
filling a very subordinate Welfound time to eomment on what will little Washington book store. It hese
backache, dizziness. pain or dragyr• •
t .rn, Curtice had clung to the "we.'
undoubtedly be one of the most inssensation low down in the atalitni.
down
not been seen there since Thomas It
Curtice saw the smile and remembered
portant questions to i•orne before the
weak back, have dimities/tattle it •,,i a
ed
,
itt
Mr.
day
One
speaker.
was
Reed
pelvic drain
catarrhal,
log.
too.
next session of congiese
stopped and aaksd the eccentric pro- distress from being long on voor •
-Now, see here, I'm giving It to you
"It means cheaper bread and butyou may be sure of beitetit from teems
was to:d $1.50 Dr. Pierceet Favorite Preicription.
straight. I really sus the whole thing.
ter and greater
to us of the prietor the price. He
•a
Or, Pierce's Plea% Pelleta the
I've got a greenhorn for a boss, whom
south," said Mr. Craft In epitomizing and the speaker said it was well worth Steve
,
and regulator of the towels'
ignorance of the busInesie is only
his beil?f of the necessity of greater the money. Later he determined to Invigorate stomach, liver and 1-e,
equnled by his c•ontidenee in me. If
eppropriatkons and their consequent buy the engraving. hut on his return tense laxelve• two or three a cathartic.
Jon want to lie nasty you can say his
improvements and developments.
failed to see it. "Where's that eagreeIgnorance is responsible for much of
tbe prince consort I saw this morndisto
No
can
one
here
faun
be
I
confidenee.
I've
that
told
been
behis
In- ing" he asked. "Ott. I liut it away:.
for,
tow,
y
e
of
ace
point
this
with
fore."
deed, It is very genera:1y. supported the old Man repliad.
“We:: 1 1411, to
,
"Then I'll wait. I may be able to
For Quick
In both branches of congress. The Ill buy it. Tbe price is it.7.0, I is..
think of something better."
national
the
which
year
a
ilee.feeeereeet
"There are times when I wonder if
"
"No. sir: the•pree is
rivers and harbors congress hopes to "Rut it was only eleeet this mornine,"
he really knows the differenee between
make a fixture as the waterways ale.
an engine', headlight and a coupling
Reed insisted. "I know that," sail
propriatIons for the future, would be.
, pin, lie's giving me all the rope I
the oil man. "ha, since this morning
it Is pointed out, a small sum com! want, and well have a great passenger
pared to the Ilnanenal returns which it has been approved by the speaker
I service when I get doue. That's what
wocld mesa to the country both as of the hoot* of representatives."
now."
un
workiug
am
!I
not
now
a developer of rvs•tiona
"But where are you Keiser to get the
reached by railroads, sad meet of alt
Mud. for it? A food *Pelee" costa
Erect) Aditeensenti Compeeted.
as a ehesponer of freight rates. There
money." said Dan.
The Nee York underwiltere the
is
I -Oh, the road's always made money.
Is no argument on this point, for it
Citizens of Missouri and the Hart
stem of water trimsThat was the trouble." Oakley looked
admitted that a
Decorating, House
their adjtvitlng of
dense. He had heard of such things,
portation with Implored rivers and ford have Cooed
but they had been outside of his own
harbors, which steed is- made an floes at Sun Franelseie having comPainting an d Picthe seteienent of it;I the4•
experience.
actuality with appropriations of V01.- pleted
ture Framing you
losses.r They had Ile ed
"The directors were a superstitious
40 a year. wiped at once bevorne individual
0
1110
/1,,Jer (*salty tecifehed him from
!let They didn't believe In paying divcuter.
the most reliable reguettor of freight jesters there, representing the New
should phone 1513.
rates for those sections not directly York underwriters, the Citizens or
tien of the ears. They were talking !kiends, and as they had to get rid Of
We do your work
all
It
put
they
somehow
money
sititatel on navigable water, and at Missouri and the Hartford and the,
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• I„je the etiai„ „to hotted a torch. out in ealariew The president's idea
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Te
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System of transportat ion possible.
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do it goo -I.
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Freights by water average less than
and stole nevrer.
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of tei0. I am told a directors'
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outstanding. --tomes
commetee
had his tee'. I. hem His companion • meeting looked like a family reunion,
Rs Mr. Craft says. Is or
question,
was saying tiomptillng shout the wires and they had a mote ungodly lot of
great interest.
In Its inland com- From Journal .of Commerce anti
neptiews-nephews were everywhere.
being do w it.
merce an improvet system of' water- Commence Bulielln.
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All at one' the mail with the torch u third cousin of his wife's braking
external arid most important aspect.
turned, and its light nuffueeti his face. I a way freight. We're kept him as a
Nes 1513. 428 Breadwal
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the result voted he still more •
wort of curiosity and bemuse he was
It was Dan Oakley.
_
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distribution
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the only one In the bunch who was
frAig to tertian lands neresaltates,
earning his pay."
CHATTER XX.
evely %hipper knows, a cheap rose."No wonder the 'stockholders went
Rowed ts Third and Isstuty.
AN OAKLEY went to Chicago,
of bringing
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to law." said Oakley, lanesing.
rrsimintion."
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export
"Of contra.' when the road was takreeien, but be found that the
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en Into emirt its affairs were semi to far off now. Under the eireurnstanose Panama canal, the south will have an
Huckleberry's vice president
unprecedented chance to make So:th
I., In stlell rotten shape that a receiver he'll accept. yourresernatiove"
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Flyaway ille

(Incorporated )
and Paducah

AND

Packets.

Wall Papering

DOI
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SANDERSON & CO.

(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers JO* Foe ler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for B. assville and say landings at 11 a m.
Special excursion rate now in of.
feet from Paducah to Everitt/nee and
return. $1 410 Elegant music on the
boat Table unsurpassed.
FITEAMI‘.1i, DICK FOWILKR
Leaves Peclueah for Cairo and wap
landings at 8 a. m, sharp, daily except Sunday. Special termer° rates
now In effect from Parlueah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room Good music and table unsurpassed.
For further Information apply to
R. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent. at
Fowler-Ct urnbaugh di Co's oleos.
Both phones No. 33.
ST. LOUIS AND TENNItrittiCR
RIVER PACK iffr (JUMP It NT.

Henry Mailmen, Jr.

FOR TENNUI8Kli LLI Vat

1B1111 L. WEIL & CV

STEAMED CLYDE

PAINS

tillavv. Paducah for Tennessee...a RIM.
Every Weilneeday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT
Master
KI'OEN K It0111NRON
fleet
This company Is not reaponsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.

SOAPS SOAPS SOAPS
WE MUST HAVE

go

to

ID

Our line Is large.
have all kinds.

We
You

can Ind the kind

of

Soap,yous want at

SMITH & NAGEL'S
Drug Store

.41
NEW STATE ROTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL,
LAY IN YOUR COAL

I

John st on-Denker
Coal Co„

D. A. Etailey, Prop,

Newest and beet hotel in the city
sates $2.00,
rooms.
Hints.

Bath

Two laige sample
rooms

It1pcti le

The only centrally located

hotel In the city,

Cannercial Patronage Solicited.
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(Incorporated.)
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Fall 1906
Hats for Men of Fashion
Knox

Stetson

$5.00

$4 and $5

Imperial
$3.00

Ludlow

••
•

$3.00

Beacon
•

$3.00

•

Products of the Very Best Hat Smiths
E present herewith the fashion favorites for early fall wear. The
rapidly
increasing sales on these hats is the best evidence of their supe
riority.
They have style and characteristics that are distinctively their own
, and
Olt
their leadership is recognized. We create more clever styles for you
ng
men than any other house in Western Kentucky. Our depart
ment is
in charge of the only practical and experienced hatter Paducah has
ever had, and
he will take great pleasure in showing you the splendid array of
hats we have
bought, and explain any detail as lo shape, color, the latest fad, etc.
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Wallerstein's
Hat Window

GREAT PACIFIC
Remodeling Specials Saturday, Sept. I
Half barrel Ornego
White Star Flour, per sack
Red Star Flour, per sack
IS pounds Sugar for
2 pcunds r 5c Coffee lot
2 pounds 25c Coffee for
2 pounds Mocha and Java Coffee for

GREAT PACIFIC TEA
Old Phone 1179

333 Broadway

-wlwas=2LAKE
BREo EZES
cin;,WfblItl
s'ia=rit

60c
50c
1.00
27c
45c
62c

COFFEE CO. I
New Phone 1176

MANITO

FOR COMFORT, REST AND PLEASURE
It offers an unequalled oPPOrtunity
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